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GENERAL REFERENCE



Link to presentation/full pages:
12 Ways to Get a Ticket to Space 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files: April 2024
Retail price: £12.99

12 Ways to Get a Ticket to Space
Written by Kate Peridot and illustrated by Terri Po

• So, you want to follow in the footsteps of the first astronauts and blast off into space? 12 
Ways to Get a Ticket to Space looks up to the stars to discover a dozen space travel 
opportunities that might one day be a reality – and others whose first small steps can be 
taken today.

• Featuring incredible new space travel innovations with a fun instructional tone, this is the 
perfect space companion for budding astronauts. Readers will learn about real-life space 
exploration, from how to become a space tourist, volunteering to colonise Mars, becoming 
a professional astronaut, buildings your own rocket and so much more. This timely book 
will inspire young space enthusiasts to dare to reach for the stars!

https://quarto.box.com/s/ooeuhcf9jzbnl1upev04c0rj9qotwgk6


What’s The Actually Factually Difference?
written by Jane Wilsher and illustrated by Liz Kay

• An upbeat fact-packed title based on the fun and exacting question, ‘What’s the difference 
between?’. This is an actually factually, hair-splitting encyclopedia, perfect for quizzing with friends 
and family.

• Presses the refresh button on Q&A fact and reference books. The combination of a new approach, 
core learning and outstanding illustration creates the perfect gift.

• Taps into children’s sense of competitiveness about getting things absolutely right and knowing the 
minutiae of what’s what.

• Highly detailed illustrations from Liz Kay bring sometimes complex concepts to life for young readers.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
What’s The Actually Factually Difference?

Extent: 112 pages 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: 16 September 2024
UK RRP: £18.99

Cover visual



Link to presentation/full pages:
A Miscellany of Mischief and Magic
Bookplan

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 305mm x 248mm
Translation files available: June 2023
Retail price: £16.99

A Miscellany of Mischief and Magic

• Welcome all rascals and tricksters to this marvellous miscellany of mischief and 
magic! Discover the stories of historical hoaxes, spooky conspiracies, and astounding 
forgeries, pranks, illusions, and tricks. Meet infamous pranksters and learn about 
illusionists and escape artists. Find out about notorious tactics like the Trojan Horse 
and get to grips with a trickster’s toolkit from weighted dice to invisible ink. 

• If you’re feeling mischievous, you can even follow the steps and tips spaced 
throughout the book to try your hand at some pranks and tricks of your own! This 
playful book is perfect for readers young and old who delight in a bit of mischief. 
Fake hoaxes will also be included within the pages for readers to try to spot.

https://quarto.box.com/s/ity03eov6l04kaozj5bvjqqedqvddnsz
https://quarto.box.com/s/7z08bzbp8vjvdty4v46knh187my3lth3


Beat this Book
written by Howard Calvert and illustrated by Gemma Correll

• A hilarious interactive book packed with tongue-in-cheek ridiculous challenges set by 
the book itself.

• An amusing, unusual non-fiction book of wacky facts and silly challenges that directly 
address the reader, encouraging creativity, interactivity and laughter.

• This book can change every time it’s read as the way the reader interacts and uses 
their imagination could be different each time.

Link to presentation/full pages:
Beat this Book

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: May 2024
UK RRP: £12.99 (HB)

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/mz1yjlo9dfpeq1pturhfzkk3txpl4sy9


Everyday of the Year

• Features 365 weird, wonderful and wacky events that are celebrated every day across 
the globe

• Taps into the growing trend for humorous but informatve non-fiction

• Combines two ever-popular trends: ‘365’ books and ‘unusual’ fact books

• Eye-catching, humourous illustrations make this a great gift purchase for 5-7 year olds

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Celebration for Every Day

Extent: 80pp
TPS (h x w): 305 x 248mm
Translation files: TBC
RRP: $20.99
Recommended age: 7+

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/w3e59axpi2ck6oe4eo18ilqclgequ8up


Celebrations & Festivals: Lunar New Year 
written by Natasha Yim and illustrated by Jingting Wang

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive 
feel. Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning 
and resources.

• Lunar New Year explores how the festival is celebrated in China and beyond, capturing the 
magic of the festival for children everywhere.

• In this first title in the new Celebrations and Festivals series, you are invited into a family’s 
celebrations as you explore the magic and excitement of religious festivals around the 
world.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Lunar New Year 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: May 2023
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/fa8hkkukp12gv13yb1vgg0uc63dw1u1x


Celebrations & Festivals: Christmas
written by Annette Whipple and illustrated by Emma Randall

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive feel. 
Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning and 
resources.

• In this immersive exploration of Christmas, kids join a practising family as they celebrate the true 
meaning of advent. Seen through the eyes of young children celebrating themselves, this is a simple 
and exciting way to introduce little ones to this special period.

• The Joy and excitement of this Christian observance are brought to even more life with: instructions 
to make your own Christmas tree ornaments, a recipe to make delicious pretzel sticks, and a guide 
to build your own nativity scene.

 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Christmas

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: 29 April 2024
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/aiy88f4mk40y4h3ylgi8ldiah6ou7a5t


Celebrations & Festivals: Hanukkah
written by Lesléa Newman and illustrated by Roem Teplow

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive feel. 
Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning and 
resources.

• In this immersive exploration of Hanukkah, young readers join a practising family as they 
commemorate the miracle of Hanukkah. Seen through the eyes of young children celebrating 
themselves, this is a simple and exciting way to introduce little ones to this important Jewish 
occasion.

• This glowing gift book is further brought to life with instructions to make an edible Menorah, a 
guide to make a Hanukkah tzedakah box, and a recipe for delicious latkes and apple sauce.

 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Hanukkah

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: 29 April 2024
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/mzoyce8czloesmcxs3cckyd8ufgsw7oa


Celebrations & Festivals: Diwali
written by Gorasia Chapman and illustrated by Darshika Varma 

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive 
feel. Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning 
and resources.

• Diwali explores how the festival is celebrated around the world, capturing the magic of the 
festival for children everywhere.

• Also coming in 2024/ 2025 - Hannukah September 2024 + Christmas September 2024 + 
Easter January 2025. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Diwali 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: February 2024 
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/irxpzwp6402g245oag1obs7neq9d0mv2


Celebrations & Festivals: Ramadan & Eid al-Fitr
written by Sara Khan and illustrated by Nadiyah Suyatna

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive feel. 
Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning and 
resources.

• Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr explores how Ramadan is observed and Eid al-Fitr is celebrated by Muslims 
around the world, capturing the spirit of Ramadan and the magic of Eid al-Fitr for children 
everywhere.

• In this second title in the new Celebrations and Festivals series, you are invited into a family’s 
celebrations as you explore the magic and excitement of religious festivals around the world.

 
• Also coming in 2024/ 2025 - Hannukah September 2024 + Christmas September 2024 + Easter 

January 2025. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Ramadan & Eid al-Fitr

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: available 
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/a6yiqfbvuq8r0suada0v94xps1jj795r


Celebrations & Festivals: Easter
written by Nancy Dickmann and illustrated by Emma Randall

• Accessible and celebratory introduction to religions and cultural traditions.

• Gentle narrative non-fiction story explores the festival with a personal touch and inclusive feel. 
Picture book is followed by a 16-page fact section with activities, recipes, extra learning and 
resources.

• Discover the meaning of Easter and learn how children all around the world celebrate this Christian 
festival. Join in as they prepare in the lead-up to the festival, bake Easter treats, dye eggs, attend 
Church, spot Spring flowers and new life, hunt for eggs, and enjoy a wonderful Easter Sunday of 
food and fun with all the family.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Easter

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 216mm x 216mm
Translation files: 07 October 2024
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

Next co-edition schedule
File to printer: 01 September 2024
Delivery FOB HK: 01 December 2024



Link to presentation/ full pages:
30 Seconds Series 

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 230mm x 180mm
Translation files: available
RRP: £7.99
Recommended age: 7+
 

Cover visual
The 30 Seconds series 

• Each topic is presented in a concise 30-second summary, supported by a 3-second 
flash soundbite and full-color artwork. Fun, active elements for kids to make-and-
do support the topics, encouraging them to test, explore, and discover more.

• Over 250,000 copies sold in 17 languages. 

• 20 titles available

https://quarto.box.com/s/8cmuxwp9n3c1ozzf6cxatys1j1v46pck


100 Things To Know About Architecture 

• Explore the world of architecture in a thought-provoking, accessible way. 

• A collection of 100 words about a subject, each explained in just 100 words, to 
start conversation and spark exploration.

• Stunning illustrations capture the essence of each word making this a beautiful 
guide to be enjoyed again and again.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
100 Things to Know About Architecture

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £14.99

 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/k9woldi6dh3yo142krotgplje7aadfhu


The Ancient World in 100 Words 

• Explore ancient civilisations, from the Ancient Romans to the Greeks in this 
compendium of the ancient world. 

• A collection of 100 words about a subject, each explained in just 100 words, to 
start conversation and spark exploration.

• Stunning illustrations capture the essence of each word making this a beautiful 
guide to be enjoyed again and again.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
In A Nutshell Ancient World

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/7x2gqj6uf37qzg2h1mf1tnup1a9ndpqv


World Politics in 100 Words 

• Explore the world of politics in a thought-provoking, accessible way. 

• A collection of 100 words about a subject, each explained in just 100 words, to 
start conversation and spark exploration.

• Stunning illustrations capture the essence of each word making this a beautiful 
guide to be enjoyed again and again.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
In A Nutshell Politics

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/3gix3py4j65mfjnx6vk6aj5h6d3ohhd7


Link to presentation/ full pages:
A World of Gratitude

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 228mm x 228mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
A World of Gratitude

• What is gratitude? Why is it important to appreciate things both big and small? Do 
we all give thanks in the same way? With this joyful and enriching book, young 
readers can learn all about this essential concept.

• Teaches young readers to say “Thank you” in over 30 languages.

• Includes a spread of simple gratitude tips and exercises for children to practice.

https://quarto.box.com/s/6h0zl0tj4q58pnnzh6hdmefdppapm03v


The World Around Me 

• A beautifully illustrated concertina book that takes the reader on a journey around 
the world. One side travels through diverse cultures and landmarks in many 
different countries, while the other side explores the amazing diversity of nature 
around the world.

• With so much to explore on this globetrotting adventure, it’s a good thing the book 
stretches to an incredible length of over eight feet—you’ll get halfway around the 
world before you even have to turn the page!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The World Around Me

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 320mm x 250mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/sfmmh0b3cudqtfvgolkpkthijy4dhgp4


Every Word Tells A Story

• See how the English language evolved in this extraordinary etymological 
exploration by Tom Read Wilson

• Each fascinating word is explored through a quirky, amusing story alongside the 
• etymology, word origin and definition. 

• Paired with beautiful, characterful illustrations by Ian Morris, Every Word Tells a 
Story is a perfect book for young wordsmiths, encouraging kids and adults alike to 
have fun whilst learning about language.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Every Word Tells A Story 

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 270mm x 210mm
Translation files available: August 2022
UK RRP: £12.99
  

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/xk86z5pgdt5oagj68splgofydwtxpkvj


Genius Lab series
Science | Engineering | Physics

• 40 mind-blowing STEM experiments in each book with easy to follow step-by-step 
instructions to unleash everyone’s inner genius!

• ‘What’s Going On’ boxes throughout the books explain the science behind the 
experiments. Questions and extension ideas encourage kids to think about how 
and why, and inspire them to take the experiment further by themselves. ‘Real 
World Science’ panels also provide context to the concept which makes it more 
relatable and accessible.

• All experiments use common materials found at home, or materials that are 
unexpensive and easy to find.

Link to work in progress presentations:
Engineering
Physics
Science

Extent: 144 or 160 pages (optional ‘Lab Notes’ 
section)
TPS (h x w): 254mm x 195mm
Translation files available
RRP: $16,99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/yd1x1u563e4xo6sbw5q27hxov1a4xgsq
https://quarto.box.com/s/ueisu7i774547wimku22nowewcjcm38c
https://quarto.box.com/s/zkjbx0zu4jcjrnf7hx21ace95gdh25gw


STEAM Ahead series

• S.T.E.A.M Ahead is a fresh, fun, photographic series of experiments and projects to do in 
the kitchen, the garden and out of the craft box. 

• Science isn’t limited to the classroom – it can be found out in the garden, cooked up in 
the kitchen and brought to life with paper and paints! 

• This photographic series of experiments and projects features clear, step-by-step 
instructions and a fresh, contemporary design, with an emphasis on fun, achievable 
experiments to give kids hands-on experiences. 

• Now available with new cover design.

• Series to be continued in 2023!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Outdoor Science 
Kitchen Science 
Engineering

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 190mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual
STEAM 
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https://quarto.box.com/s/duu02kz5n9sfjtifdirogw33my290jdo
https://quarto.box.com/s/sdaelfo5nybkmri017rvyxq5l5koouai
https://quarto.box.com/s/8j2we7mdj4yxhv5jdumy04tvmzlmi9rj


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Science Lab: Amazing Science
Science Lab: Human Body
Science Lab: Extreme Earth

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 247mm x 185mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
Science Lab series 

• The Science Lab series takes an in-depth look at science, and includes a test tube 
with lid and distinct components with different books, such as balloons, magnets, a 
tornado tube and a magnifying glass. 

• Science Lab: Amazing Science looks at key science concepts including light, sound 
and magnetism. Human Body has hands-on experiments allowing the reader to 
carry out tests on their own body, including their lung capacity, senses and heart 
rate. Extreme Earth, lets readers explore the natural world, with experiments 
relating to weather systems and volcanic eruptions.

• Slide out plastic tube + tuck box with components.

https://quarto.box.com/s/zmbu56026sj8i6dhdgnmidb8fq2iaeky
https://quarto.box.com/s/3ae7x671x8y8kt3pd9s3bpsk2ryowner
https://quarto.box.com/s/m14z8i34m9wc3mn7ns7c6y2poaxjk5tk


One Moment In Time 

• The perfect follow-up to One World, Many Colours, One Moment in Time takes a 
journey around the globe, showing how children in different parts of the world are 
doing very different things at exactly the same time.

• A refreshingly different introduction to world geography told through relatable key 
moments in a child’s day, across the globe – ultimately coming full circle.

• A celebration of both nature and human culture, this book promotes an inspiring 
and heartfelt message of unity.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
One Moment in Time

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/oaro5vdko65fg6deyzvwmfwdus39g3ug


One World Many Animals
written by Ben Lerwill illustrated by Alette Straathof 

• A celebration of the wonders of the animal kingdom. With topics such as biodiversity, conservation 
and habitat loss more prominent than ever, One World Many Animals will show young readers the 
incredible animal life we’re blessed with, from huge megafauna to tiny soil-dwelling insects.

• Follow-up to One World, Many Colours, One Moment in Time and Ways to Say I Love You.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
One World Many Animals

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: 16 December 2024
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual



The Great Big Body Book

• Celebrate our brilliant bodies in this fantastic book jam-packed with interesting 
facts. Bodies come in all shapes and sizes as we change from babies to children to 
teenagers to adults, our bodies change too! Find out about growing and learning, 
keeping fit, breaks and bruises, the five senses, using our minds, how we are the 
same and how we are different

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Great Big Body Book

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 300mm x 220mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qkzdznfc4ce62v5ymxogguyv2xadekii


The Great Big Green Book

• Join authors Ros Asquith and Mary Hoffman as they explain what we need for life 
on Earth and show us the importance of the rainforests and the oceans.

• In this bumper book of environmentally friendly ideas, they explain that we need 
to look after our planet, showing how some of the things we take for granted are 
running out, and how we have polluted so much our planet.

• As well as facts about our planet, the book is full of brilliant action plans to help 
save our planet, including ideas for saving water, saving energy, recycling, repairing, 
growing seasonal food, cooking fresh food, saving on packing, asking questions… 
and thinking of new inventions and big ideas.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Great Big Green Book

Cover visual

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 300mm x 220mm
Translation files available 

https://quarto.box.com/s/q8y0g9mu1h2ygbslj98yov136sgvmrv6


The Sticky Stinky Science Book 

• A collection of simple-yet-wacky science experiments to try out at home, for 
budding scientists who aren't afraid to get their hands sticky or to sniff something 
stinky!

• Filled with cool, crazy and downright gross science experiments to try at home, 
kids can find out first-hand how to make two kinds of gloopy slime, take the shell 
off a raw egg without breaking it, what happens when you microwave soap, and 
much more. Experiments are alternated with single-page factual entries about 
crazy and gross science in the real world. 

• Astonishing photos and delightfully gross illustrations accompany the humorous 
text throughout.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Sticky Stinky Science Book

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 250mm x 195mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/f6hvxnqs3n44ju4vsdl6dza33ohyfd9q


A Year Full of Celebrations 

• Prepare yourself for a journey like no other as we travel around the world 
celebrating and uncovering a visual feast of festivals.

• Dance your way through the streets of Brazil at Carnival, get caught up in a messy 
tomato fight in Spain at La Tomatina or add a splash of colour to your day at the 
Holi festival of colours. 

• Vibrant illustrations from Christopher Corr

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Year Full of Celebrations and Festivals

Extent: 128 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 240mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/jmefqpoqc4i82p1z1x83cp24484s8py3


A World Full of Journeys

• Track the fascinating story of human migration and how it has shaped our world, 
with beautiful illustrations by artist Chris Corr and warm, informative text from 
Martin Howard. 

• Since the dawn of time, people have travelled to distant lands for many different 
reasons; to escape war or famine, to find work, or to simply see new sights and 
have an adventure. But everyone who migrates does so to seek a brighter future.

• Vibrant illustrations from Christopher Corr

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A World Full of Journeys 

Extent: 128 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 240mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/oqdmspbfap9e6wbubonuhzxipss12oe7


Our Wonderful World 

• Travel around the world without ever leaving your chair and learn everything you 
ever wanted to know about countries near and far. From Argentina to New Zealand 
prepare for a journey like no other.

• Each country features a key facts panel, history timeline, famous personalities and 
iconic places, animals and experiences.

• Each map is scattered with bright, engaging and detailed icons unique to each 
country, bringing the maps to life.

Link to full pages:
Our Wonderful World 
Our Wonderful World – video

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 340mm x 280mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/1k8cpyp9pbn2vww0y5q37whn7isonpam
https://quarto.box.com/s/qxskq1d3q8hunii50fzdaumz5ywajmvu


The Big Book of Football

• Dive into the wonderful world of football with this essential guide containing 
everything you’ll ever need to know about the beautiful game!

• A funny guide to football, with everything from the best goal celebrations and the 
most iconic haircuts, to the history of the ball and the great players. 

• For age 7+

Link to full pages:
The Big Book of Football 
The Big Book of Football - Video

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 306mm x 256mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/y4h7atwhj0m98mvhxm2zba83152argtv
https://quarto.box.com/s/ip9jxduiq6de12w7n0jzvctftm8z4b09


Football Atlas 

• A comprehensive exploration of football, covering players, teams, stadiums and 
competitions through a mix of illustrations, photographs, maps and diagrams.

• Follow the story of how football began, learn about World Cup winners, meet 
some of the top players and discover amazing facts and figures in this action-
packed atlas.

• We will update this book in summer 2021, ahead of World Cup 2022.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Football Atlas

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/u9m751maj6i0s4nwa5w3h3gca7fqf1k4


Big Ideas for Young Thinkers 

• How do I know I exist? What is bias? What happens when we disagree? And how do 
we talk to each other? Each question is introduced in lively prose before a timeline lays 
out how different thinkers of the world have approached each question. This book 
challenges children to think critically in a world which needs young thinkers.

• Explore 20 of the biggest questions of our day, from your existence to bias and its 
implications, and discover a range of eminent thinkers and luminaries. 

• An empowering title that will inspire a whole new generation of big thinkers.

Link to full pages:
Big Ideas For Young Thinkers

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/iajjtf95k0vs1e4hbznjormhtyra9hjw


The Power Book

• What makes a king a king, or a queen a queen? Why can some people vote for 
their leaders, but other people can’t? Does having lots of money make you 
powerful? These are things that children wonder about. 

• Beautifully illustrated and thought-provoking, The Power Book attempts to answer 
these and other questions in a relatable way for young children. Readers will gain 
an understanding of their place in their family, their school, and the world,  and will 
discover ways in which they can use their own power to shape  the future.

Link to full pages:
The Power Book

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 279mm x 216m
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/c3t8xduo0um1uudoa3zhe5vg989ia9kg


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Future Humans
Hackers
Climate Change
Fake News

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 185mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
What’s the Issue series

• What is hacking? Could humans evolve further? How do we solve 
climate change? How do we know if the news is right or wrong? 

• These questions are tackled in the What's the Issue? series – aimed 
at pre-teen and teens tackling current subjects, with a focus on 
critical thinking and debate, and forming one’s own informed 
opinions.

• With fun illustrations, What's the Issue? approaches each topic from 
every angle, providing the reader with a full picture of the subject 
being discussed.

https://quarto.box.com/s/vlyr254rsspx49xuo3eq5jy86w8limim
https://quarto.box.com/s/pv9zrdujyneab5thj7mzb6xmt08hyann
https://quarto.box.com/s/xr1oyedwkwfo9bo0r5t59exs452fo8zx
https://quarto.box.com/s/nfbuhzep7we2jfd6dbo76bazdzfumiw4


Vlogger’s Handbook

• The Vlogger's Handbook shows teens how to create a vlog and push their filming, 
editing and promotional skills further. 

• Covering all aspects of vlogging in bite sized chunks, it also features Q&A panels 
with popular young vloggers who have already found YouTube success.

• Internet safety guidance provided at every stage.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Vlogger’s Handbook

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 185mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/mpiw03yqoro0s2mew1i28rx8kxum2gd9


This Is America & We Are America

• Follow in the footsteps of America’s distant and recent history, told through the 
stories of the most iconic people and places.

• Each entry features a beautiful full page illustration or illustrated portrait as well as 
at least one photographic or archive image, and historic quotes and timelines 
where relevant. 

• Growing appetite for US history as well as profiles of people who may have been 
overlooked make this series essential for kids aged 7+, especially at a time where 
America sometimes features heavily in the news.

Link to work in progress presentations:
This Is America
We Are America

Extent: 224 pages
TPS (h x w): 290 mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/x9tcnp0ny4kga9ifyardjbuprzdhgafh
https://quarto.box.com/s/qio1wqp8kg1kgrvak4dk0v5ro4zg8eia


A Celebration for Every Day
Illustrated by AJ Higgins

• Discover a fun, silly and interesting celebration for every day of the year, in this 
informative global compendium of celebrations 

• Combines two ever-popular trends: ‘365’ books and ‘unusual’ fact books 

• Eye-catching, humourous illustrations make this a great gift purchase for 5-7 year 
olds

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 305 x 248mm
Translation files available: TBC
RRP: £12.99

Link to presentation/full pages:
A Celebration for Every Day

https://quarto.box.com/s/w3e59axpi2ck6oe4eo18ilqclgequ8up


NATURE



Link to presentation/full pages:

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 310mm x 256mm
Translation files: November 2024
Retail price: £20.00

Small World 
Written by Nick Crumpton and illustrated by Rosie Dore

• This big and beautiful book takes readers on an adventure around the world, meeting 
nature’s smallest creatures and taking a peek into their little lives. These animals may be 
mini, but their stories are mighty!

• Written by an expert zoologist and illustrated in lush detail this book immerses readers 
into the worlds of these tiny animals.

• The end of each chapter is closed with an amazing bonus spread, which features all fives 
animals from within the chapter drawn at actual-size. This let's readers truly grasp the 
scale of the animals and compare them to each other. 

• Featured animals are from all around the world, ensuring readers everywhere will 
recognise and relate to the tiny subjects of this big and beautiful book.



Link to presentation/full pages:
Encyclopedia of Birds 

Extent: 184 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 190mm
Translation files: November 2024
Retail price: £16.99

Encyclopedia of Birds 
Written by Jules Howard and illustrated by Namasri Niumim

• A comprehensive guide to every kind of bird, following on from the best-selling Dictionary 
of Dinosaurs and Encyclopedia of Animals.

• Grouped by bird family, for an accessible introduction to the world of birds. 

https://quarto.box.com/s/v9uky7qk1oee8qblii9mf283inme5svo


Don’t Squish a Slug
written by Yussef Rafik and illustrated by Riley Samels

• Learn all about how amazing bugs are in this detailed guide to over 40 bugs from around the world.

• Bugs may be small, and maybe a little scary, but they are AMAZING and deserving of respect and 
empathy.

• Don't Squish A Slug will show you everything you need to know, and more, about why bugs are the 
most important creatures on the planet, even if they may not look it!

• Author Yussef Rafik is a British zoologist, conservationist, wildlife TV presenter and expert in all things 
bugs. He hosts shows about bugs for kids, such as on BBC Kids Earth, and knows how to engage and 
inspire kids to love bugs and the natural world.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Don’t Squish a Slug

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 232mm
Translation files: October 2024
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.ent.box.com/s/v2y0oblcklfd7r7vgryqrceddoqabewy


Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Lost Book of Undersea Adventure

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 290 mm x 235 mm 
Translation files available: 5 Dec 2024
UK pub date: 8 May 2025

Cover visual
The Lost Book of Undersea Adventure
by Unknown Adventurer, Compiler and Editor: Teddy Keen

• The most exciting adventures you've ever read from the greatest explorer 
you've never known.

• The story begins with a gripping opening that leads us deep into the unknown, 
on a journey of discovery beneath the waves. It is full of twists and turns, an 
underlying quest, characters we care about, and an epic finale.

• As well as fascinating facts and natural history, ‘How-to’ knowledge, from shelter 
and raft designs, to rock-pooling, fishing and snorkelling, is placed at suitable 
points in the story, giving us the secret knowledge to become adventurers 
ourselves. A glossary features at the back of the book.

https://quarto.box.com/s/9mrtxqhgcvy2tfwuy9n1icp4t8c49yex


Link to presentation/full pages:
Poo

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 304mm x 248mm
Translation files: tbc
Retail price: £14.99

Poo, A Natural History
Written by Ben Hoare  and illustrated by Raxenne Maniquiz

• A (Very) Natural History & A Powerful Future

https://quarto.box.com/s/9z2hbnjeyctpuafv2p8fmj34urpfkcky


I’m Building a Nest
written by Saskia Gwinn and illustrated by Adam Ming

• Full of fascinating facts to teach young readers about how animals make their home – 
narrated by a bird who is sure her nest is best!

• Bright, fully-illustrated scenes with a chatty narrative make this a perfect introduction 
for young readers.

• This entertaining new animal series uses humour and awesome facts to introduce 
children to animal behaviour. 

Link to presentation/full pages:
I’m Building a Nest

Extent: 48 pages 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: November 2024 
UK RRP: £12.99 (HB)

Cover visual

Confirmed next title: 
I’m Joining the Herd (about 
animals who work together)

https://quarto.box.com/s/7nti7cf0cepzx3033viqvsmr9urpvbov


Link to presentation/full pages:
Wild Languages of Mother Nature

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 304mm x 259mm
Translation files: available 
Retail price: £20.00

Wild Languages of Mother Nature
Written by Gabby Dawnay and illustrated by Margaux Samson Abadie

• Follow-up to the hugely successful Mother Nature series, already over 40,000 copies sold 
in foreign languages!

• Mother Nature has devised so many beautiful and surprising ways to communicate. From 
a bee who waggle dances to explain a route to pollen, to rhinos who leave messages with 
their dung. Communication is not just sound, it is in the silent sign language used by 
ravens or under the ground in fungal networks between trees. Whenever we go for a walk 
outside, mother nature is mid conversation all around us, all the time. 

• This is a collection of 48, beautifully told stories that help us to listen in to these incredible 
conversations and will help children to see that the need to communicate, and a striving 
for connection, is at the very heart of all life.

https://quarto.box.com/s/w9pb7b52fshx3qjd7ipse52rrqvipe7z


Oh No They Aren’t: Nature
written by Eric Huang and illustrated by Sam Caldwell

• Commonly held misconceptions about nature are everywhere, but none of them are true! In Oh No 
They Aren’t: Nature, commonly held misconceptions about nature, from animals to plants, fungi, 
bacteria and even prehistoric creatures, are proven wrong. 

• This myth-busting guide to planet Earth and all its wonderful life is an irreverent, fun and enriching 
way to learn about biology.

• Eric Huang is a podcaster, writer, start-up mentor and university lecturer. He reads a lot, loves 
museums, nature, and art history. He worked as an editor and book publisher for 20 years with roles 
at Disney Publishing, Penguin Australia, Penguin UK, and LEGO Books—then joined digital agency 
Made in Me and became a children’s media consultant, and now a children's author.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Oh No They Aren’t: Nature

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 210mm x 160mm
Translation files: 02 September 2024
UK RRP: £8.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qrbzu0c1n0er1fa8ogyzi2ez0fbtxxkz


Link to presentation/full pages:
Respect the Insect 

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290 x 235mm
Translation files: January 2024
Retail price: £14.99

Cover visual
Respect the Insect
Written by Jules Howard and illustrated by Gosia Herba

• Respect the Insect is a funny book led by wacky bugs who show you all the ways they help 
us — from helping make chocolate to eating poo!

• A timely and critical book to instil an understanding of the importance of all sorts of insects 
for the next generation, while being witty enough not to contribute to climate anxiety. 

• This book highlights, not only their special features, but also the ways in which each insect 
does a hugely important and unique job. 

• The pages are brought to life with trademark wit from author and zoologist Jules Howard 
and mid-century style by Blue Peter award-winning illustrator Gosia Herba.

https://quarto.box.com/s/tb4ikepvuyuvrx3fe27uu0say6l2elft


Link to presentation/full pages:
Secret Stories of Nature

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 253mm x 185mm
Translation files: available
Retail price: £14.99

Secret Stories of Nature
Written by Saskia Gwinn and illustrated by Vasilisa Romanenko

• Nature holds fascinating secrets, from unusual features, to links between species, 
to insights into our amazing planet's past – we just have to know where to find 
them. In this beautiful field guide to the secret stories of nature, readers are 
invited to journey around the world – through wild forests to the bottom of our 
oceans and even as close as our own back gardens. Readers will come away with a 
wealth of knowledge and discover how looking at nature today can help us 
understand and unlock mysteries from long ago, from bygone weather to the 
dinosaurs.

• The fascinating information from children's author Saskia Gwinn is brought to life 
with meticulously detailed, vintage-style artwork from Vasilisa Romanenko, making 
this book a true treasure trove for the whole family to enjoy.

• Coming in 2025 – Secret Stories of Lost Beasts. 

https://quarto.box.com/s/z1dl54sgaztixhvxozxvx4jtef7fjoss


Link to presentation/full pages:
Rewild the World at Bedtime

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files available: August 2023
Retail price: £16.99

Rewild the World at Bedtime

• This gorgeously illustrated, soothing treasury tells the true stories of how animals are 
healing our earth. Each story tells the tale of a real life rewilding or reintroduction 
story which has started the process of healing a particular environment or ecosystem 
around the world. Not only will each story have rich gorgeous pictures to accompany 
them, children will be calmed and reassured to hear how, when given the room to 
thrive, mother nature is wise beyond our wildest dreams and can begin to heal 
herself, if only we will let her. 

• Each story can be read at bedtime, or aloud in class as the start to a topic about 
ecosystems, different climates, natural history or conservation. Rewilding is an 
under-published but growing topic for children, and a key part of the global strategy 
for conservation and tackling climate change.

https://quarto.box.com/s/yhfid4xxiuk5t38lbvximnxxubjzdati


Link to presentation/ full pages:

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 305 x 248mm
Translation files: TBC
RRP: £10.99
Recommended age: 5+

Cover visual
X Ray Pages
Written by Nancy Dickmann

• Discover the hidden skeletons and more by holding the illustration up to a bright 
lights

• A dinosaur book with a difference by an award-winning author

• Learn about science topics, then explore as the x-ray pages reveal the bones and 
organs of each animal.

Next co-edition schedule
File to printer: 15 September 2024
Delivery FOB HK: 01 December 2024



The Time Travellers Guide to Dinosaur Discoveries
Written by Eleanor Hawken and llustrated by Miguel Bustos

• A chronological view of the big moments in dinosaur discoveries introduced by 
friendly guide Gus the goat in a fun, fast-paced and humorous narrative 

• Includes fossil hunter profiles, graphic novel style narrations of big discoveries, 
stories of mistakes made by palaeontologists, fossil hunter rivalries 

• Fact-filled humorous text combined with quirky illustrations and a variety of design 
approaches including comic strips, magazine layouts keeps the book fresh and 
appealing

• Series Extensions: Amazing Animals, Space Exploration

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The G.O.A.T Guide To Dinosaur Discoveries -
A Time-travelling Graphic Novel Adventure

 

Extent: 64pp
TPS (h x w): 240 x 195mm
Translation files: TBC
RRP: £10.99
Recommended age: 7+

Cover visual

Next co-edition schedule
File to printer: 15 September 2024
Delivery FOB HK: 01 December 2024

https://quarto.box.com/s/9gqxlbh81wmbqm3p2xe0q8zhv41nluu2
https://quarto.box.com/s/9gqxlbh81wmbqm3p2xe0q8zhv41nluu2


Pet Selector!
written by Russell Kane and illustrated by Erica Salcedo

• A hilariously fun read and a practical resource for pet lovers everywhere. 

• Giving you the information, you need to choose your very own pet or the details you've always 
wanted to know about dogs, cats, rabbits, and even insects, this is the perfect book for animal lovers 
of all ages. 

• Meet over 40 breeds, with each entry including an overview of the breed, an account of its 
temperament, the history of the breed or pet, and a handy score so you can rank each pet based on 
playfulness, lovingness and more.

• Every pet is brought to life with Erica Salcedo's charming illustrations, and a photograph of each 
animal is included for reference. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Pet Selector! 

Extent: 112 pages 
TPS (h x w): 270mm x 210mm
Translation files: November 2023 
UK RRP: £14.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/6qpr51mb7xrf77uukcy0ng0c3gn7xe9n


Daytime / Night time 

• Explore the world's most fascinating landscapes during both the day and night in this innovative flip-book.

• Take a trip around the world to discover the busy animals active during the day, and the magical creatures 
that come out at night in 12 unique habitats in  this extensive exploration of the natural world. 

• This fun flip-book format gives readers two books in one. Beginning with the daytime, children can explore 
the biodiversity of a huge range of landscapes. Readers can then flip the book and arrive at extraordinary 
night-time scenes where the hidden, rarely seen creatures of the night come out to play in the same 
landscapes, all for children to uncover. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Daytime Night time 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 296mm x 235mm
Translation files available: March 2023
UK RRP: £12.99
  

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/nt46fg1y0q46x5yq553aopld1mlj94kh


When Dinosaurs Conquered The Skies
written by Jingmai O’Connor illustrated by Maria Brzozowska 

• Plants provide us with food, shelter and the air we breathe. But where did they 
come from? 

• Meet some of the key species of the past, present and future, and find out what
       we can do to protect our precious plants. 

• This highly illustrated journey throughout plant evolution highlights the 
importance of plants throughout time and depicts the fascinating diversity the 
plant world offers.  

Link to presentation/ full pages: 
When Dinosaurs Conquered The Skies 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 210mm
Translation files: available 
UK RRP: £12.99
  

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/cx5pj832p8ipg2lndbff2b3kq6r0i04g


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Little Tree and the Wood Wide Web

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: available
RRP: £9.99 (paperback)
Recommended age: 3-7

Cover visual

Little Tree and The Wood Wide Web
written by Lucy Brownridge and illustrated by Hannah Abo

• Have you ever wondered if trees can communicate with each other? Well, they can! 
Recently, scientists have discovered that forests communicate via underground 
networks of fungal threads knows as 'the wood wide web’. 

• In this picture book, we meet a little fir tree sapling who is very lonely, and can't reach 
any light or water. Her worried feeling sinks down to the tips of her roots, which little 
does she know, are connected to the wood wide web. The fungal network sends her 
message all over the forest! "little tree needs help!" 

• This is a powerful book, that teaches children about a hugely important discovery in 
contemporary science, and most importantly, about the strength that comes with 
asking for help, and discovering that you are not alone.

• Printing in Europe on 100% recycled materials.

https://quarto.box.com/s/2ixx1jlqmh9nuld042zyoj7at8lt8gpf


Link to presentation/ full pages:
21 Things to do with a Mud Pie

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: May 2024
UK Pub Date: 05/09/2024
RRP: £9.99 (paperback)
Recommended age: 6-8

Cover visual

21 Things to do with a Mud Pie
written by Jane Wilsher and illustrated by Teo Georgiev

• Twenty-one fresh-air games and activities to help kids get to know the wonderful benefits of MUD!

• Each of these twenty-one activities has been specially selected to help young children develop an 
understanding of the fantastic superpowers of mud, from its role in growing plants to the cosy home it 
makes for diverse animal species, and of course, the fact that it is just so much fun to play with! 

• Build towers out of baked mud bricks, gather soil to make a home for worms or ants, and decorate a 
gigantic mud pie with flowers, twigs and leaves.

• Simple yet comprehensive instructions talk readers safely and responsibly through the activities, so 
parents can be reassured this book won't result in a muddier house!

• Printing in Europe on 100% recycled materials.

https://quarto.box.com/s/55wox19g8ga2fty91px3roraug3fvyqt


Link to presentation/ full pages:
21 Things to do with a Tree

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: June 2023
RRP: £7.99
Recommended age: 6-8

Cover visual

21 Things to do with a Tree

• Get to know your own, personal tree through 21 fresh-air games and 
activities!

• Gets kids outdoors for a fun, creative and empowering look at trees and the 
part they play in our natural world! Taps into the fresh-air Forest School 
approach to learning, popular with parents and educators in a wide variety of 
settings .Interactive, positive and beautifully illustrated, 21 Things to Do With 
a Tree connects to nation and international campaigns encouraging kids to 
look after nature, including planting trees for World Earth Day.

• Jane Wilsher is an author and editor based in London. She has over 20 years’ 
experience publishing and making award-winning best-selling children’s 
books for all ages.

https://quarto.box.com/s/36q1nyrc8hleco2bp7sm3by1cm120tkg


Life Cycles series

• Packed with fascinating facts about life cycles. Amazing photographs of every stage. Labelled 
diagrams to explain growth and development.

Link to presentation/full pages:
Life Cycles

Extent: 24pp
TPS (h x w): 241mm x 241mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/rnmo19x8odqww1b6u1r3saw44q2taog1


The Secret Life of Oceans

• The next title in this gloriously illustrated hard-working, non-fiction series. 

• Follow Tia the Turtle and explore the wonders of oceans around the world, meet 
all kinds of creatures and learn why it’s important to protect our seas.

• This collection of delightful stories and engaging facts imparts a love of nature on the next generation, 
inspiring them to look after the world around them.

• Whimsical and detailed illustrations have pride of place in magical tales that mix natural history with a 
splash of fantasy, creating a book that will be pored over time and again.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Secret Life of Oceans

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: December 22
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/p15ctmu3q8l0kxz08s3rxcrkt7r9nhyq


The Secret Life of Birds

• The much-travelled Suri the Swift leads the reader through this beautiful first guide to birdlife around 
the globe. 

• This collection of delightful stories and engaging facts imparts a love of nature on the next generation, 
inspiring them to look after the world around them.

• Whimsical and detailed illustrations have pride of place in magical tales that mix natural history with a 
splash of fantasy, creating a book that will be pored over time and again.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Secret Life of Birds

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/sxgxehb2x24b4dwvopk5a4e20xy34xf6


The Secret Life of Bugs

• Engaging non-fiction guide to bug life, with a fantasy twist – narrated by a friendly 
ladybird.

• Sadly, many insects are under threat, so the ladybird guide will be an ideal character to 
sound the alarm about pollution and climate change, and encourage children to care 
about all creepy crawlies.

• A collection of delightful stories and engaging facts, which imparts a love of bugs and 
nature on the next generation, inspiring them to look after the world around them.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Secret Life of Bugs

Extent: 48 pages 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: Autumn 2023 
UK RRP: £12.99

 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/3orrrxrj4g7a3n6h1jd80abtgnwsbp3p


Wild Your World: Bees
Written by Camilla de la Bedoyere and illustrated by Philip Giordano

• Educative guide packed full of practical ideas on how to help bees in the wild, 
illustrated throughout in a vibrant eye-catching style by award-winning artist Philip 
Giordano.

• Detailed text and diagrams articulately explain all about bees and their importance 
to our world.

• Option to include in a pocket at the back a removable print for readers to enhance 
their learning experience.

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 297mm x 210mm
Translation files available: Now
RRP: £19.99

Link to presentation/full pages:
Wild Your World Bees
Wild Your World Bees - AI

https://quarto.box.com/s/yydszsijs0abutddf5my8fn9fea8c52q
https://quarto.box.com/s/8146337ig7313msky13rvlantjqc84le


Wild Your World: Birds 
Written by Camilla de la Bedoyere and illustrated by Philip Giordano

• Educative guide packed full of practical ideas on how to help birds in the wild, 
illustrated throughout in a vibrant eye-catching style by award-winning artist Philip 
Giordano.

• Detailed text and diagrams articulately explain all about birds and their importance 
to our world.

• Option to include in a pocket at the back a removable print for readers to enhance 
their learning experience.

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 297mm x 210mm
Translation files available: Now
RRP: £19.99

Link to presentation/full pages:
Wild Your World Birds
 video
Series AI

https://quarto.box.com/s/sv267layth2qyiek2g6o9wjdjeirxohm
https://quarto.box.com/s/8vaw4haww3zzzeisn193hijtb7o4zxif
https://quarto.box.com/s/aj374gu7el3hdfjqrhznma2cz356719h


It Starts With A Bee

• A journey through the seasons, following a busy bee pollinating a wild garden.

• With lyrical text, enchanting illustrations and a beautiful fold -out scene at the back.

• Beautiful and evocative, It Starts With a Bee is a factual story that will touch children 
with its simple, enchanting message of life and rejuvenation. 

• The follow up title to It Starts With A Seed.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
It Starts With A Bee

Extent: 32 pages + gatefold
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 210mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/840gvbcudpzjszwr0dkdfhmo3m3rsoih


It Starts With A Raindrop
written by Aimee Gallagher and illustrated by Sally Garland 

• From cloud to puddle, and puddle to stream, we will follow a tiny raindrop make its way on 
the remarkable journey that is Earth’s water cycle.

• With an inviting, rhyming narrative, readers are taught about science and nature and how 
water is essential for life on Earth – plants, animals, humans – we all rely on and need water. 

• It Starts with a Raindrop offers a beautiful story full of learning and discovery.

• Includes a stunning gatefold at the end.

• The third title in the bestselling series!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
It Starts With A Raindrop 

Extent: 32 pages + gatefold
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 210mm
Translation files: February 2024 
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/8zy28l3605w41msmpzw32kfk1m64j2nv


Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Little Dose of Nature

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: soon (in 2022)
RRP: £7.99
Recommended age: 3-6
 

Cover visual
A Little Dose of Nature

• With over 25 activities, A Little Dose of Nature is a gentle guide to being outside 
that helps readers aged 5-8 make the most of all the good that being outdoors can 
do for our mental health.

• This is two books in one: an explanation of the real science behind why being 
outside is good for us and a feel-good, gentle activity book for little nature-lovers. 
A much-needed resource at a time when more and more people are recognising a 
deeper appreciation for whatever natural spaces they can access, from gardens to 
national parks.

• Written by Dr. Alison Greenwood, a specialist in ecotherapy and the mental health 
benefits of being surrounded by nature, and founder of the charity Dose of Nature.

https://quarto.box.com/s/z460mxx5j436at5peljqj114mzfrzvpi


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Happy Stories for Nature Lovers

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 276x235mm
Translation files: available
RRP: £9.99 (paperback) 
Recommended age: 5-8

Cover visual
Happy Stories for Nature Lovers

• Written by Dawn Casey, author of Apple Cake, comes a treasury of narrative non-
fiction stories about Nature’s ecosystems and fauna recovering from the harm that 
has been done to them.

• Read the happy tale of how tiger numbers are recovering in India, or how humpback 
whales are making a comeback, then flip to the last page to see what more you can do 
to help.

https://quarto.box.com/s/pgb6krxubkjh71aeya7dm5mw39c9g6v5


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Happy Stories for Animal Lovers

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 276x235mm
Translation files available: March 2024
UK Pub Date: 04/07/2024
RRP: £9.99 (paperback) 
Recommended age: 5-8

Cover visual
Happy Stories for Animal Lovers
written by Leisa Stewart-Sharpe and illustrated by Anna Shepeta

• A collection of uplifting true tales of animal conservation and connection from around 
the world. Read the happy tale of how tiger numbers are recovering in India, or how 
humpback whales are making a comeback, then flip to the last page to see what more 
you can do to help.

• The perfect read for eco-conscious, animal-loving kids, and parents who want to 
reassure them about the natural world and the future.

• A beautifully illustrated, giftable package printed sustainably.

https://quarto.box.com/s/jbjvr0rjucyku0ej37dn2gz74lyzbogt


How Can We Be Kind
Written by Janet Halfmann, illustrated by Darla Okada

• Lessons on Kindness from the Animal Kingdom. This special book asks children a 
simple question: How Can We Be Kind? The answer is: by learning from the animal 
kingdom! Animals demonstrate kindness and empathy towards each other, and 
care and compassion can be seen all throughout the natural world.

• With beautiful illustrations from Darla Okalo, this beautiful picture book will 
enchant and entertain children time and time again. There are facts at the back 
about how each animal lives with and looks after its fellow creatures.

• This sweet and thoughtful book is both a celebration of the animal world and a 
manifesto for being kind in everyday life.

• California Reading Association's 2022 Eureka Silver Awards Winner - How Can We 
Be Kind?

Link to presentation/ full pages:
How Can We Be Kind 

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 230mm x 230mm
Translation files available: Feb 2022 
UK pub date: 5 Jul 2022
UK RRP: £

https://www.californiareading.org/eureka-children-s-non-fiction-book-award
https://quarto.box.com/s/o2n2s41ztp4aamstbpev84bcb3bcyaih


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Let’s Go for a Walk

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: available
RRP: £7.99
Recommended age: 3-6
 

Cover visual
Let’s Go for a Walk

• Even a walk to nursery or to the shops can be an expedition worthy of the greatest 
explorers, with so many amazing things to spot and notice. Ranger Hamza's 
spotting suggestions are suitable whether you are in the country or the town, and 
for walks of any duration, making this book the perfect companion wherever you 
live.

• This fun and interactive walking guide book makes every walk a ramble to 
remember!

https://quarto.box.com/s/b206z9qin3oaeu53f8qx1qinw0li82w8


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Ranger Hamza's Eco Quest

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files available: January 2024
UK Pub Date: 09/05/2024
RRP: £9.99 (paperback)
Recommended age: 4-7

Cover visual
Ranger Hamza’s Eco Quest
illustrated by Kate Kronreif

• Ranger Hamza from CBeebies' Ranger Hamza's Eco Quest takes readers on 
their very own Eco Quest in this fun and interactive nature guidebook!

• From the smallest seed to the tallest tree, everything in nature has a purpose, 
and we can all play a part in preserving our planet. Go on your very own Eco 
Quest with CBeebies' Ranger Hamza and discover nature’s heroes in your own 
neighbourhood. 

• Winner of Strictly Come Dancing, Ranger Hamza is now a household name 
and features regularly across the BBC output alongside figures such as David 
Attenborough. The perfect book to turn any nature walk into a real Eco Quest 
and help children learn about ecosystems.

https://quarto.box.com/s/d331ivn5etom4jdq8agrjvxhqlphfk7i


Meet the National Animals 

• A fun introduction to the world’s national animal. Learn all about different 
countries national animals and why they have become associated with specific 
countries. 

• From the Russian brown bear adapting to freezing winters, to the Bolivian lama 
trekking through the Andes and the endangered tigers of India hiding in mangrove 
forest.

• Follow a selection of fascinating national animals across the world, and explore the 
countries they are associated with. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Meet The National Animals 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/c318tgvtu8pvgqfb6yc4nbpp4s4f1dac


How Big is your Paw?

• Come paw-to-paw with eight of your favourite animals! With life-size cut-outs of common 
animal tracks from the forest, children can compare their hands to the animals!

• Full spreads explore the other special features of that animal, from the opossum’s pouch to 
the elk’s bugle-like call. Animals include: opossum, beaver, bobcat, coyote, cougar, wolf, black 
bear, moose. 

• Featuring simple graphics and full-colour photographs, children will get to know these animals 
in an up-close and personal way!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
How Big is your Paw? 

Extent: 16 pages, board book
TPS (h x w): 254mm x 203mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ms4l36c4uoyhi5mvh5t3p41q58r0wxyl


Endangered Animals Atlas

• This core non-fiction title takes readers on a journey through varied landscapes and 
habitats around the world to meet the most endangered animals, and discover 
how we can protect them!

• A mixture of illustrations and photographic material.

• Entries on endangered animals in a whole host of environments will inspire love 
and admiration for the natural world  and all its amazing creatures. An important 
yet gentle introduction to the impact of climate change and human activity on the 
environment, Endangered Animals  Atlas explores how everyone can help save our 
planet, and enjoy its beauty!

Link to presentation/ full pages: 
Endangered Animals Atlas 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: March 2023
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/25uc80pwdcssafl66chsjybyft1sxjyi


Dinosaur Atlas

• Dinosaur Atlas takes readers on a journey through time to the prehistoric world!

• A mixture of illustrations and photographic material. 

Link to presentation/ full pages: 
Dinosaur Atlas

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: May 2022
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/936jj8227pcw3p35zqadzxmki2ebn8el


Ocean Atlas 

• Readers will be taken on a journey across the waves and into the darkest deeps of 
the ocean. Covering geography, ecosystems and animals, this book is more than 
just an atlas of the Pacific, Atlantic and other oceans and seas.

• A comprehensive exploration of our oceans, covering geography, ecosystems, and 
animals through a mix of illustrations, photographs, maps, and diagrams. Map out 
the ocean's layers, from the sunlight zone to the abyss, exploring the conditions 
within each zone and the different creatures that live there, as well as exploring 
features of the ocean floor such as underwater volcanoes, thermal vents, and the 
mid-Atlantic ridge.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Ocean Atlas

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: ready
UK RRP: £12.99
 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ccbk0l2w9o1obhzf017bs8fhdaid9hqq


Space Atlas 

• The ultimate reference guide to space, Space Atlas tells you everything you could 
ever want to know about the universe, while taking you on a stunning visual 
journey through the stars.

• Space Atlas answers all these questions while exploring the far reaches of space, 
from our own planet to neutron stars, thousands of light years away.

• Space Atlas showcases significant locations in space which are explored in-depth 
with stunning illustrations, interesting fact files, diagrams and information on 
scientific achievements.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Space Atlas

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: ready
UK RRP: £12.99
 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/hnsax1klm7tslz00dmna5udrh4olie8g


Volcano Atlas
written by Tom Jackson and illustrated by Maggie Li

• A tour of the world, region by region, visiting the amazing volcanoes and volcanic 
regions that are found in every corner of the land and under the sea.

• From Italy’s slumbering giant Vesuvius, to the iconic Mount Fuji in Japan. 

• Includes detailed information on volcanoes including how they are created, 
eruptions and their effects on civilizations.

• Mix of photographs and detailed illustrations to inform and inspire.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Volcano Atlas  

Next co-edition schedule #1
File to printer: 08 August 2024
Delivery FOB Singapore: 15 November 2024

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: available
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/xilxkrxwqxrn36kxpqdklkilo8vdx37y


Come Closer: If You Dare

• Get up-close and see the scariest teeth, tails, claws and jaws in the animal 
kingdom.

• Who has the biggest talons? Who has the sharpest bite? Which animal would you 
least like to meet?

• Watch your back – you never know what’s lurking in the wild!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Come Closer  

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 190mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
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Ages 5 and up
 978-0-7112-6257-7 

Printed in Singapore

This edition is only available
throughout the school market

Animal Predators: Up-Close
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Camilla de la BÉDOYÈRE

Ages 5 and up
 978-0-7112-6257-7 

Printed in Singapore

This edition is only available
throughout the school market

Get up-close and see the scariest teeth, tails, claws,
and jaws in the animal kingdom.

Who has the biggest talons? 
Who has the sharpest bite?

Which animal would you least like to meet? 

Watch your back—you never know what’s lurking in the wild!

$6.99 US

50699

9 780711 262577

9780711262577

WARNING! These animals might bite!

!

https://quarto.box.com/s/kk5he9fz0v15l63jkohp5pffy91jlcew


Superpowers of Nature + Superheroes of Nature

• Discover the wild wonders of nature and the incredible skill 
animals have developed to thrive and survive.

• With stunning photography and informative text, these 
two titles provide fascinating insights into the animal 
kingdom.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Superpowers of Nature 
Superheroes of Nature 

Extent: 96pp
TPS (h x w): 270mm x 210mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £7.99

 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/9b5t27cbv1vfn4hmg2c6lyg1kqlnoftk
https://quarto.box.com/s/9x7r6owljs07rpflv8h7fqfmvvpsae1g


Nature Heroes: 
Ava Loves Rescuing Animals + Pedro Loves Saving the Planet 

• This narrative non-fiction series provides an engaging and simple introduction to birds, insects, (and 
other subjects)! 

• Eco, hands-on and upbeat - non-fiction to inspire a love of nature in young children. 

• Ava is passionate about all kinds of animals, especially the ones at the rescue centre. 

• At the eco forest cabin at school, Pedro  discovers ways to look after our planet. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Ava Loves Rescuing Animals  + 
Pedro Loves Saving the Planet 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 230mm x 230mm
Translation files available: November 2022
UK RRP: £6.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/sryg087u6elptmbeedr5pyojmc75gvdr
https://quarto.box.com/s/3kpasjuykc1rappdqwcq0j75eugsu5ah


Nature Heroes: 
Billy Loves Birds + Bella Loves Bugs 

• This narrative non-fiction series provides an engaging and simple introduction to birds, insects, (and 
other subjects)! 

• The Nature Heroes club is a group of friends who all have a passion for different things relating to 
the natural world. It aims to provide children with a wider understanding of what you can be, what 
you can see and what you can do to be part of something bigger than you.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Billy Loves Birds + Bella Loves Bugs 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 230mm x 230mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £6.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.ent.box.com/file/828940981413?s=7bd5wdexozdakke7kskxd9cwqk9k63po
https://quarto.ent.box.com/file/717952098741?s=lt6yiec3i27bjlmurs0hdrj01bj8jwar


World of Wonder: the Deep Blue  

• Swim through tropical seas and dive into the darkest depths of the ocean to 
discover Earth's diverse and delicate ecosystems. From vibrant coral reefs to 
mysterious deep-sea trenches, this lyrical picture book takes you on an amazing 
journey.

• The World of Wonder series shines a light on our planet's fragile ecosystems, from 
majestic mountains, to expansive forests, and deep oceans, gently covering 
important topics such as global warming and the impact of humans on the natural 
world.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
World of Wonder Deep Blue

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/o510khztc811ves5pybu3etledn56o9y


World of Wonder: Mountains 

• Hike across alpine landscapes and snowy peaks to discover the diverse range of 
plants and animals that live there. Beautiful, immersive illustrations and lyrical text 
shines a light on Earth's delicate ecosystems and shows the importance of 
maintaining these beautiful, natural habitats.

• The World of Wonder series shines a light on our planet's fragile ecosystems, from 
majestic mountains, to expansive forests, and deep oceans, gently covering 
important topics such as global warming and the impact of humans on the natural 
world.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
World of Wonders Mountains

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/n6s0bh3zgxy62n5ifb9dcz6zk9xqh05t


Encyclopedia of Insects 

• Find out everything you ever wanted to know about insects – and why they are 
important – in this comprehensive encyclopedia! 

• A timely and newsworthy book with added information on conservation.

Links to presentation/ full pages:
Encyclopedia of Insects
Encyclopedia of Animals
Dictionary of Dinosaurs

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 190mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/3a1ed3x3b72kk3p8qzpc22kjhszkbm3k
https://quarto.box.com/s/pi3i87g9edassiaaommjicjapx3pvm0w
https://quarto.box.com/s/2xen8j5i1j0p502pigincsyj9v5yrge0


The Butterfly House

• Step inside the butterfly house, where wonderful, winged insects await. Spot the 
sleepy oranges mud-puddling, the monarchs migrating, or the green swallowtail 
beating its shimmering wings. 

• With information on many butterfly and moth families, this gift package is the 
perfect introduction to the world’s most beautiful insects.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Butterfly House

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 300mm x 220mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/j8y3o45sp1j0f6serefb5wgzfuvlt6xm


Link to presentation/ full pages:
50 Reasons To Love Endangered Animals 

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 270mm x 210mm
Translation files available
UK Pub date: 07/04/2020

Cover visual
50 Reasons To Love Endangered Animals

• There are so many reasons to love animals: lions have magnificent shaggy manes, 
penguins go tobogganing on their tummies, bears wiggle and dance as they scratch, 
whales sing songs, and elephants can feel sadness. But all the animals in this book 
especially need our love – now more than ever. Learn about their habitats, what 
makes them special, and show them you care with simple activities you can do at 
home.

https://quarto.box.com/s/4s3o6rqxm9v8sd16hn3rmvxtp5z593jx


In Search of Dinosaurs 

• Look out for bones, footprints and other fossils on your dinosaur dig site, before 
opening the gatefolds and uncovering the creatures to whom they once belonged, 
in three incredible, expansive panoramic scenes. 

• Go In Search of Dinosaurs, through Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods, 
hunting for fossils and then learning about each amazing prehistoric creature, 
before testing your knowledge with a fun dinosaur quiz. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
In Search of Dinosaurs

Extent: 44 pages, incl. gatefolds 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/cb9qx7ajt295uitomzc4dzmdtdvpvijb


Wild in the Streets 

• Given the smallest chance – a park, a garden, a window box – wildlife manages to 
survive in the city. Look around and discover an urban jungle!

• A beautifully illustrated book, telling the fascinating stories of the animals that 
have found their homes in urban landscapes all over the world.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Wild in the Streets

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/xu4yu91771tsaci2l95bgjh70lamoetk


Rocking Book of Rocks 

• Written by two geologists, this is a perfect introduction to the world of rocks. 

• Learn everything you ever wanted to know about rocks and minerals in this 
stunning book. Discover space rocks, gemstones, metals, volcanoes, world 
wonders, and more. 

• Stands out from the competition with its unique art and design approach – what 
Wide Eyed Editions do best.

Link to full pages:
The Rocking Book of Rocks

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 190mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/oor03o32d2n2mrqiikbumj5487vzscwx


Ways to Say I Love You 

• A beautiful and heart-warming picture book which celebrates the ways in which all 
of Earth’s creatures say “I love you.”

• From snuggling garter snakes to big, cozy bear hugs, this book in verse shares how 
animals we'd expect, and some we wouldn't, express affection for each other. Each 
animal interaction is compared with a similar human one, in beautifully blended 
illustrations composed by the talented Alette Straathof—showing that we are not 
so different from our animal neighbors.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Ways To Say I Love You

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/374y10kiif21l69xxujpsmfznhx24vaj


Forest Club

• It's time to rewild the child! Spark children's imagination with this book of forest 
school-themed crafts and activities, helping the whole family enjoy the great 
outdoors in all seasons.

• This book of outdoor activities, crafts, nature information, and inspiration ties into 
the burgeoning interest in forest schools and "rewilding the child," with the aim of 
reconnecting children to nature and the outdoors. 

• Divided by season, providing a year-round resource for families

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Forest Club

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 185mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/96dwa90tf81wl3vhn08ouachz2uuozx7


The Farm That Feeds Us 

• A stylishly illustrated non-fiction book looking at the workings of a family farm, the 
different animals, crops, and machinery, and the rhythm of farm life throughout 
the year. 

• Discover the activities of the farm throughout the seasons and learn what you can 
do to support the farmers who pick our carrots and raise the cows for our milk.

• Through this colorful and intimate look at life on a small-scale farm, children will 
learn not only how the farm feeds us, but how the farmer must feed and care for 
the farm.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Farm That Feeds Us

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 222mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/on9q0vpiaopusiyn7tzm25fg3s6gnhq7


The World That Feeds Us 

• Explore the seasonal workings of farms around the world, and how food can be grown 
using sustainable methods that focus on quality versus quantity to ensure an 
environmentally healthy future.

• A great way to engage children’s interest in where food comes from, with a nod to the 
worldwide climate issues we are facing.

• Through this colourful and global look at farming, children will learn how farmers, and 
us, can make choices to protect the planet, whilst still enjoying delicious and nutritious 
food.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The World That Feeds Us

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 222mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £12.99
 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/e2eo4z9qcxnv4m9vhk3kb2jggjongjab


Ultimate Guide to Surviving in the Wild 

• A one-stop guide to surviving in the wild, whether you're lost at sea, up a 
mountain, or in the rainforest. 

• The Ultimate Guide to Surviving in the Wild will help you learn the key rules to 
survival, from finding shelter and signalling for help, to discovering the animals you 
might encounter – and want to avoid! – while you’re there.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Ultimate Guide to Surviving in the Wild

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 203mm x 127mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/4nk9yp3kbrmaftdilxorxt7i5ybs8yeh


Dinos vs Machines

• Have you ever wondered if a T-rex could take down a Tank? Or a motorcycle outsprint a 
Velociraptor? Now you can find out!

• 10 showdowns between a dinosaur and a machine will give you facts and stats about each 
challenger. 

• Discover the pointy horns of the triceratops, the scorching speeds of a motorcycle, the bat-like 
wings of the pterodactyl, and the digging power of the bulldozer!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Dinos vs Machines 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 254mm x 203mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/vrfn1glcrq9xc527emepmtctu5z5yi27


Are You Smarter than a Shark?

• Scientists once thought that sharks were big, dumb brutes that basically operated on 
autopilot. It turns out those scientists were wrong!

• Are You Smarter Than a Shark? takes a deep dive into shark anatomy and behaviour. Discover 
the extraordinary biological systems that allow sharks to sense—and pursue—prey over long 
distances. 

• Throughout the book, “Test Your Shark Smarts” experiments give readers hands-on activities 
to pit their brain’s abilities against a shark’s!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Are You Smarter than a Shark? 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 254mm x 203mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/r6bef8acsgzglklh4bnqkf65ygidmc7o


FANTASY &
FOLKLORE



Link to presentation/full pages:
Lore of the Deep 

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: May 2024
Retail price: £14.99

Next co-edition schedule
File to printer: 1 August 2024
Delivery FOB: 1 November 2024

Lore of the Deep
Written by Claire Cock-Starkey and illustrated by Stacey Rozich

• The latest title in the Nature's Folklore series is a treasury of folk tales and folklore diving 
into the way that world cultures have interpreted the diverse waterways they rely on, 
complete with beautiful illustrations throughout.

• Takes in a range of waterways from murky marshes to the deepest oceans.

• Included folklore spans the globe and history, creating a truly diverse and comprehensive 
treasury.

• Features stunning illustrations of sea creatures real and mythical, familiar and obscure, 
as well as magical beings and deities from world religions.

https://quarto.box.com/s/kspzs6yn85chyx2s8hfz0omkq7av0mi2


Link to presentation/full pages:
Lore of the Stars

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £14.99

Lore of the Stars

• The next title in the Nature's Folklore series brings together astrology, astronomy, 
myths and legends in a truly unique treasury. For millennia, humans have looked to 
the heavens to explain the world around and above them. The myths, folktales and 
lore that have arisen from these wonderings are as mysterious as they are varied.

• Divided into chapters on the Sky, the Sun & Moon, Stars, Planets, Comets & Shooting 
Stars and the Cosmos, Lore of the Stars takes readers deep into space and back 
through the mists of time. Readers will uncover the secrets of augury, the meanings 
of types of weather, stories explaining the birth of the Milky Way, and the beings and 
deities said to govern the worlds above.

• Coming up next in this series: Lore of the Deep

https://quarto.box.com/s/u88cdsyp616zm6ng8amzo7mq1wgk0an0


The Lore of the Land 

• Unearth the secrets of our natural world with Lore of the Land, a richly illustrated 
compendium of folklore and wisdom from the land, skies and seas.

• From thundering rivers to shady groves, flickering marshes to lightless caves, and 
from snow-capped mountains to the depths of the ocean, discover the folklore of 
Earth's wildest places. Stories and spirits abound in these land- and seascapes, 
where traditional wisdom and mysterious magics have intertwined over centuries.

• A treasury of fascinating tales and ancient wisdom, Lore of the Land is sure to fire 
the imaginations of young nature-lovers, and delight anyone who has ever 
wondered whether there is more to our natural world than meets the eye.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Lore of the Land

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £14.99/$22.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qohyx656n1apgbjfhv3plyj4yn99poz6


Link to presentation/full pages:
Atlas of Afterlives + Table of Contents

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 310mm x 256mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £20.00

An Atlas of Afterlives

• What happens after we die? An Atlas of Afterlives sets out to explore and explain the 
many underworlds, otherworlds, heavens and hells believed in by cultures from 
across the world and throughout history. It is a truly unforgettable departure from our 
everyday lives into the depths of world mythology, exploring a fundamental question 
in an accessible, respectful and totally unique way. 

• Organised by continents, this book takes readers on an eerie journey to discover 
legendary places from different mythologies. With wonder, curiosity and sensitivity, 
every one of these awe-inspiring places is presented in its cultural context, combining 
real, historical fact with the magical atmosphere of the unknown – and unknowable. 

• Coming up next in this series: Atlas of Mythological Journeys

https://quarto.box.com/s/oks3no1u8wewahwhwjil10bfva9blmut
https://quarto.box.com/s/ubq7mevcbes72x3hp26ye1ge31vswseo


Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Natural History of Dragons

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 265mm x 304mm
Translation files available:
UK pub date: 5 Sep 2024

Cover visual
A Natural History of Dragons

• A Natural History of Dragons is a complete guide to dragons from around the world, 
from ancient lore and superstitions to their anatomy, behaviour and lifecycles.

• A complete guide to dragons, filled with facts, historical sightings and detailed 
descriptions of these mysterious creatures from around the world.

• Illustrated by the incredibly talented Jessica Roux whose artwork brings dragons to life 
before your very eyes.

• Latest title in the Natural History series, which is sold in 13 languages! 

• Author: Emily Hawkins, illustrator: Jessica Roux

https://quarto.box.com/s/stfdd64t3c5xhdhw0f3uv98yvap99duf


Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Natural History of Mermaids

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 265mm x 304mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
A Natural History of Mermaids  

• This beautifully illustrated vintage album is presented as the notebook of a 
(fictional) marine biologist who set off on the (real-life) scientific voyage of the 
HMS Challenger in 1873. She made a record of her findings on the trip, recounting 
the extraordinary sea creatures she witnessed: creatures that, until now, nobody 
had believed really existed…

• Children will delight in discovering the anatomy, behaviour and lifecycles of the 
Merfolk and how they have hidden themselves from human discovery over 
millennia. Pour over the anatomy of tails. Learn how they communicate and 
immerse yourself in their underwater world.

https://quarto.box.com/s/fommlykqwj2rookp7pfupse34py1wxoj


Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Natural History of Magical Beasts

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 265mm x 304mm
Translation files available: end April 2023
UK Pub date: Sep 2023

Cover visual
A Natural History of Magical Beasts

• A meticulously detailed field notebook containing all there is to know about the natural 
history of magical creatures from around the world.

• This book is looking into over 60 magical creatures around the world compiled by a 
zoologist, Dimitros Pagonis. The creatures include unicorns, dragons, centaurs and griffins 
etc.

• Travelling continent by continent, we meet bizarre and beautiful creatures from around the 
globe, discovering their habits, habitats and the legends surrounding them. This exquisitely 
illustrated, detailed guide to the natural history of magical beasts will entrance all true-
believers and fantasy enthusiasts.

https://quarto.box.com/s/qb427tn42yuibqfrzr6r0dj7vzokbw43


Link to presentation/full pages:
Legends of Norse Mythology

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 260mm x 201mm
Translation files available: June 2023
Retail price: £14.99

Legends of Norse Mythology

• Legends of Norse Mythology is a fully illustrated encyclopaedia of Norse gods, 
giants, monsters and heroes featuring beautiful and otherworldly illustrations from 
Isabella Mazzanti and enchanting text from Old English scholar and Norse 
mythology expert Dr Thomas Birkett. 

• Each spread presents a figure from the myths, including their defining attributes 
and a summary of their story, along with additional facts and details. Interspersed 
with the profiles are summaries of four famous Norse tales. Perfect for lovers of 
Viking myths as well as readers looking for an introduction to this epic world of 
mystical power, mischief, battle and magic.

https://quarto.box.com/s/q110asyk9my1rfi6rzs0g5a9cl1qu729


Mythologica 

• Uncover the lives of 50 powerful gods and goddess, earth-dwelling mortals and 
terrifying monsters as we journey back in time to ancient Greece. Features profiles 
as well as stories from the ancient world of mythology

• Each boldly designed spread presents a figure from the myths, including their 
name in Greek, their defining attributes and a summary of their story, along with 
multiple sidelights that provide additional facts.

• With over 18,000 followers on Instagram, Victoria Topping’s artwork is a fusion of 
technological and traditional techniques that combines photography, painting and 
cut-paper collage to perfectly express the blending of human and fantastic traits 
from which mythical beings are made.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Mythologica

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 380mm x 240mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/m6t2h2bbbgr1l1b6aeccmt762yqgv36n


World of Weird

• Dr McCreebor is an eminent explorer, philosopher and collector of the very strange 
and truly creepy. This book is filled with the dark and disturbing stories he has 
collected on his travels around the world.

• Discover the fascinating stories behind a series of objects, people and places in 
every chapter. From shrunken heads to witches’ charms, saints’ blood to 
graverobbers’ remains, hangman’s salve to trepanning tools, this book is a peek 
into our grisly and macabre past.

• A perfect Halloween gift for children who are fans of Tim Burton!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
World Of Weird

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 305mm x 248 mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £16.99/$24.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/hy496sr3fcimawp7fz4qg7e492botrfm


Young Oracle Tarot

• Discover the history and wisdom of tarot, and learn to use your own intuition to guide 
your personal journey in this magical compendium for young truth-seekers.

• The book includes:
• A timeline of Tarot through the ages
• Examples of how today’s young readers can make the most of Tarot
• Tips on how to conduct personal readings and reading for others 
• Explanations of all the cards in the Rider-Waite deck and information on other decks
• Guidance on how to practice 1-card daily readings, 3-card draw readings, and Celtic 
Cross readings
• A glossary of mystical terms

Link to presentation/full pages:
Young Oracle Tarot

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 260mm x 201mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £14.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/uocqmkuujwmkx34el62w6oywe9241c4f


BIOGRAPHY



Oh No They Didn’t: Remarkable Women
written by Eric Huang and illustrated by Sam Caldwell

• In Oh No They Didn't: Remarkable Women commonly held misconceptions about over 50 remarkable 
women from politicians to legends, performers, activists, artists, scientists, mathematicians, creatives 
and more will be dispelled. This mythbusting guide to the women who have, and will, shape history is 
an irreverent, fun and enriching way to learn about some of the most inspiring people from history 
and today.

• Eric Huang is a podcaster, writer, start-up mentor and university lecturer. He reads a lot, loves 
museums, nature, and art history. He worked as an editor and book publisher for 20 years with roles 
at Disney Publishing, Penguin Australia, Penguin UK, and LEGO Books—then joined digital agency 
Made in Me and became a children’s media consultant, and now a children's author.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Oh No They Didn’t: Remarkable Women

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 210mm x 160mm
Translation files: September 2024
UK RRP: £8.99

Cover visual



Oh No They Didn’t: Presidents
written by Eric Huang and illustrated by Sam Caldwell

• Do you know the Presidents of the United States? Well, OH NO YOU DON’T! In this myth-busting 
guide to the Presidents of the United States, their Vice-Presidents, First Ladies and presidential pets, 
everything you think you know will be proven wrong!

• Eric Huang is a podcaster, writer, start-up mentor and university lecturer. He reads a lot, loves 
museums, nature, and art history. He worked as an editor and book publisher for 20 years with roles 
at Disney Publishing, Penguin Australia, Penguin UK, and LEGO Books—then joined digital agency 
Made in Me and became a children’s media consultant, and now a children's author.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Oh No They Didn’t: Presidents

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 210mm x 160mm
Translation files: April 2024
UK RRP: £8.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/llhcemcjkpz4o6rr1y8ifzw14gaf4y8a


Link to presentation/full pages:
Bold, Brilliant and Latine

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files: March 2025
Retail price: £14.99

Bold, Brilliant and Latine
Written by Alysia Reynoso Morris and illustrated by Sol Cotti

• Meet 52 Latine and Hispanic Heroes from Past and Present!

• 52 Latine and Hispanic heroes to celebrate, learn from and discover.

https://quarto.box.com/s/o7cwn2tnf30cko0dtwqohkni2rx7gczw


History’s Biggest Show-Offs

• Featuring long-dead leaders, artists, musicians and more, from all around the 
world, the snappy facts are paired with humorous character illustrations from the 
brilliant Sam Caldwell for maximum hilarity.

• Andy Seed's hilarious text brings these crazy but true stories to life, as he tells 
readers tales about massive palaces, fast cars, monster banquets, immense armies, 
frilly outfits, dazzling bling, musical masterpieces, epic artworks, outrageous 
inventions and much, much more!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
History’s Biggest Show-Offs

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available 
UK RRP: £14.99

 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/tqqifw3prft8dfv1yla23mena3ovqhis


Stars of STEM

• Learn more about the life of 50 of the most interesting and influential scientist in key STEM 
areas. 

• Includes inspiring full-page portraits of each star of STEM and detailed biographies, key 
discoveries and achievements. 

• Scientists from diverse backgrounds and influences from across the world are included, creating 
a full-picture of the history of each subject area. 

• Wall poster showcasing all the stars in each book provides inspiration for children to look at daily. 

Link to presentation/full pages:
TBC

Extent: 80pp + pull-out wall poster 
TPS (h x w): 230mm x 170mm
Translation files available: TBC

Cover visual



A Hero Like Me

• A fictionalised retelling of the events of June 7th, 2020, when a statue of Edward 
Colston was toppled into Bristol Harbour and author Jen Reid became an icon for 
the Black Lives Matter movement.

• This retelling of the events of Colston's toppling are retold in accessible rhyming 
verse, teaching important lessons about racism and providing children with an 
example of a hero in whom they can see themselves represented.

• It will show every child that they have a voice in their community and a say in who 
is on their streets. That they too, have power.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Hero Like Me

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files available
UK pub date: 06/06/2023

Cover visual

Standing on top of  the bronze man’s tower,
[PM�ZIQ[M[�I�Å[\�NWZ�*TIKS�8MIKM�IVL�*TIKS�8W_MZ�

and the crowd below her agrees:
A hero has come.

A hero, not made of  bronze, brick, or stone but of
curly hair and courage, 
skin, strength and bone, 

just like me.
She is everything a real hero should be.

Yet as quickly as she appeared, she is gone.

Shoulder to shoulder,
Louder and Louder, 

we move like a wave down an empty street.

https://quarto.box.com/s/d1cxkrykh98do883nc17zeym5rcu0jtk


A Mind Like Mine

• In this beautifully illustrated biography anthology, discover the hidden mental 
health stories of 21 famous figures from science, sport, music and politics, from 
past and present. From Meghan Markle to Michelangelo, read about how iconic 
figures have struggled with mental health conditions, and learn about how those 
conditions impact lives.

• An international and diverse selection of biographies by a diverse author-illustrator 
team, expertly checked by the Youth Mental Heath Project.

• Explanatory pages on various conditions explain to young readers what different 
mental health conditions are like and how they are treated.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Mind Like Mine

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files available
Retail price: £14.99/$24.99
 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qou5h0c9j3w5n3sov226uz57xhrubjww


I Am Not A Label

• Meet 30 disabled artists, thinkers, athletes and activists from past and present. 
This beautifully illustrated and thoughtfully written biography anthology 
introduces 30 important disabled people from all walks of life and all around the 
world.

• Challenges people’s preconceptions about what it means to be disabled and 
highlights the achievements of a diverse selection of extraordinary people. 

• Beautifully illustrated and thoughtfully written biography anthology.

Link to full pages:
I Am Not A Label 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 234mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/0xyfh7pezgjuhcq3qk7pmi7yxm17kjew


Friends Change The World series

• A new narrative non-fiction series focusing on the incredible lives and 
achievements of groups of friends.

• Titles: 
 The Supremes
 The Beatles
 Apollo 11
 NASA Scientists

Links to full pages:
The Supremes 
The Beatles 
The NASA Scientists 
The Apollo 11

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 247mm x 220mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/sqx4y79q3r5jqo5visgsfpj4jf9dtys8
https://quarto.box.com/s/ffrlgw54n07ywos637vf8nvwoz9cnbtp
https://quarto.box.com/s/iy75vajrjmpjghcykkpkmwzrctoyfyzg
https://quarto.box.com/s/qmukspd0gwfhka14u558dg7fzknxjzhy


Who Do You Think You Are? 

• Find out what makes you tick in this stylish book of 20 illustrated 
psychological profiling tests.

• Discover how your brain responds to information, how you process emotion 
and your preferred method of absorbing knowledge in this interactive book 
with activities to try on yourself and your friends.

• Compiled by psychology expert and award-winning children’s writer Alice 
Harman.

Link to full pages:
Who Do You Think You Are?

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 235mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/wgu3q8a5yt2cmj9nif6ruozdnz81qj55


Music is My Life

• A beautiful, family-friendly anthology to learn about music and emotion.

• Includes 80 of music's finest artists, organised by mood. Shout about it with Nirvana, 
love yourself with Lizzo, or cry it out with Adele.

• Each entry contains biographical information on each artist, lists must-hear songs, 
and has accessible musical analysis from author and journalist Myles Tanzer. Every 
artist is captured in full-colour, rocking art by Ali Mac.

Link to full pages:
Music is My Life

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 285mm x 203mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/o03utyhwlrsz9mia2x6bxu3eh8g5sw0e


HISTORY



Time Travel Sleepover series
written by Timothy Knapman and illustrated by Matt Robertson

• Travel back in time for a sleepover and spend a fun 24 hours in Ancient Egypt or in the 
Middle Ages, in this playful introduction to the everyday life of kids in the ancient 
world.

• This playful new time-travelling series offers a fun window into history through the 
everyday lives of families through time, and uses humour and a strong sense of 
adventure to introduce children to key periods of history. 

• Colourful fully-illustrated scenes with a chatty bite-sized narrative makes this 
accessible and a perfect introduction for young readers.

Link to presentation/full pages:
Ancient Egypt 
Knights and Castles

Extent: 48 pages + gatefold 
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: available 
UK RRP: £12.99 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/dt1o0u00xqyq40qbfk982b7oqu2dtraq
https://quarto.box.com/s/ok5yy8jw08t55z299fpel5480x1utacl


Link to presentation/full pages:
Surviving Vesuvius 

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: September 2024
Retail price: £16.99

Surviving Vesuvius
Written by Christopher Harisson and illustrated by Beth Waters

• This narrative non-fiction book brings to life the powerful story of the eruption of Mount 
Vesuvius and the destruction of Pompeii, based on the first-hand account of Pliny the 
Younger.

• The story describes the various stages of the eruption, as well as detailing how the 
history of Pompeii was later uncovered by archeologists. A timeline and glossary provide 
extra information, ideal for history enthusiasts.

• Printing with a 4-colour pantone.

https://quarto.box.com/s/i0pvrbskj2i8y4k4bu0u3jgx4u3czqsd


Link to presentation/full pages:
Gold Rush 

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files: May 2024
Retail price: £16.99

Gold Rush
Written and illustrated by Flora Delargy

• Following on Rescuing Titanic, and part of our new series Hidden Histories, comes a 
decolonised retelling of the famous story of the Klondike Gold Rush, set against the 
powerful backdrop of the Yukon valley with forbidding mountains and rickety railway 
tracks cutting through the snow. 

• This book shines a light for the first time on Shaaw Tláa (Kate Cormack), the First Nations 
woman who first discovered the gold that led 100,000 gold diggers to descend on the 
region.

• Children will learn about how gold was discovered, the towns that popped up overnight, 
the treacherous journeys people made, the building of epic railways and the resilience 
and injustices experienced by the first nations people whose towns became inundated 
by gold-diggers. 

• Including a gold pantone on the cover and throughout.

https://quarto.box.com/s/sc4rhev8cxw1v6recrrhi3jjxhmiohk2


Link to presentation / full pages:
Africana

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 310mm x 256mm
Translation files available: May 2022
Retail price: £20.00/$30.00

Cover visual
Africana

• Discover the incredible history and diversity of the African continent with this 
illustrated encyclopedia, which celebrates and showcases the peoples, landscapes 
and wildlife from different regions. Readers will be introduced to the astonishing 
history of the continent, as the birthplace of the very first human beings, up to 
the development of the dynamic cities of the modern day.

• The book will explore the beautiful visual cultures and artwork from across Africa. 
Famous figures from African history and modern-day change

       makers will be profiled, and key demographic stats 
       and facts will give readers a feel for each country. 

https://quarto.box.com/s/fgsiyf34ox9rsfuur1oratgorlavckus


Link to presentation/full pages:
Hear Our Voices

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 310mm x 256mm
Translation files available: June 2023
Retail price: £14.99

Hear Our Voices

• Once known as the ‘Empire where the sun never sets’, this book highlights the 
human aspects of the British Empire’s history, introducing readers to a host of 
figures, powerful and modest, who lived in it and influenced its course. 

• Learn about Edward Colston, the British merchant who made his fortune selling and 
transporting slaves from Africa to the Americas, then meet Queen Nanny, the 
escaped slave who led a fight for freedom against the British in Jamaica... And many 
more!

• An even more relevant book after the passing of Queen Elizabeth II shines such a 
vivid light on British history.

https://quarto.box.com/s/o998la0n5y8asyhkn9zi3zh8mu9nj3rn


A Brief History Of Underpants

• From bloomers to boxers, everyone wears underwear! One part humour, one part history, The 
Brief History of Underpants explores the evolution of fashion's most unmentionable garment. 
Interact with the reveal wheel on the cover to see underwear through the ages, then open the 
book to learn which ruler was buried with over 100 pairs of underwear, how people kept their 
underclothes from falling off before elastic was invented, and much, much more!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

A Brief History Of Underpants

See the book in action on our YouTube channel!

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 229mm x 152mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/e0z7ygjytqksawgaf2u0tckxjfizccx6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nD831afHa2s


Leeches, Wee, and a Hole in the Head 

• Learn about ancient civilizations, the evolution of science and what life was like in 
the past - all through the lens of medicine through the ages. 

• From leeches and frogs to electrocution, gross and funny text links to science and 
history curriculums, while the quirky illustrations help to bridge the gap between 
education and entertainment.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Leeches Wee and a Hole in the Head

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 253mm x 230mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/4j9wdoezqioamj3wdgsa4r7se7iq5lli


The Race to Space 

• Discover the rivalry that gripped the world and sent a man to the Moon! The Race 
to Space explores the USA and USSR’s competition to land on the moon, and how it 
changed the world.

• From Russia’s first satellite, Sputnik, to Neil Armstrong planting a US a flag on the 
moon, discover the events that unfolded through amazing 60s-inspired illustrations 
and engaging text. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Race To Space

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 295mm x 210mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/pux33yg414gr01lfp1a151tmhpo7leek


The Secret Life of Spies 

• This book presents personal accounts and testimonies from spies all over the world 
and throughout history and brings key moments in history to life for young readers.

• Fully illustrated spreads throughout allows us to peek inside the lives of 20 
mysterious spies and their own unique experiences.

• Expert author with unique access to original materials and documentation.

• Learn how the work of spies helped fight wars, solve mysteries and even shape the 
world we live in.

Link to full pages:
The Secret Life of Spies

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 310mm x 256mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/cpacu2jh61llu71gdyklnpl6z5p39ugh


GUIDES



The Puberty Book
written by Dr Tessa Commers

• A gender-inclusive book on puberty and growing up, aimed at kids aged 9 and up, promoting body 
positivity and celebrating diversity.

• Provides answers to dozens of questions that kids have about what happens before, during and 
after puberty.

• Suitable for kids to read on their own, but also a great tool for parents and adults to engage with 
children on difficult-to-discuss topics. 

Link to presentation/full pages:
The Puberty Book

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 256mm x 195mm
Translation files available: February 2024

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/xbq8zhy6y4t3sp1tfbtsydt4ah3l7xqk


Next titles in the series:
Cover visual

Link to presentation/full pages:
The Body Positive Book
The ADHD Book - TBC

https://quarto.box.com/s/4y0pc19gap4wretiz0qox42pg9jtbff1


Seriously HAPPY
written by Ben Aldridge

• Seriously Happy is a highly practical self-help guide exploring 10 life-changing lessons 
based on teachings of the ancient philosophers.

• YA readers are encouraged to discover how Stoicism can improve your mental 
resilience; the calming, meditative influence of Zen; the decision-making prowess of 
Aristotle or the confidence-boosting ideas

• of the Cynic philosophers.

• In this book, Ben shares over 20 practical challenges rooted in ancient philosophy that 
will power up your focus and confidence, improve your critical thinking, build mental 
resilience, and embrace happiness.

Link to presentation/full pages:
Seriously Happy WIP 

Extent: 176 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files: May 2024
UK RRP: £9.99 (PB)

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/vth2vsc73hrb2y8zz5sri0t4r8fb5ubj


The Body Confidence Book
Written by Prof Philippa Diedrichs, illustrated by Naomi Wilkinson

• This book challenges societal pressure and expectation around how a body should 
look and is the ultimate guide for young people everywhere to help them accept 
and respect their bodies.

• By age 15, 60% of us lack body confidence. It’s now seen as normal to grow up 
feeling unhappy with our bodies. This book is for every gender. 

• This book is not only empowering and inspiring, it is practical. At the end of every 
chapter, there are simple tasks to help you put into practice the topics covered.

• Author: Professor Phillippa Diedrichs, research psychologist. Illustrator: Naomi 
Wilkinson illustrated in a bold and inclusive style. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Body Confidence Book

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £9.99
UK pub date: 6 June 2024

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/azl197syd5vlawadhrweutioext73n84


We’ve Got This
written by Rashmi Sirdeshpande and illustrated by Juliana Eigner 

• Empathy is our human SUPERPOWER! We've Got This! Six Steps to Build your Empathy Superpower, 
gives children the tools, confidence and knowledge to harness this very special power.

• An essential empathy handbook for young readers. 

• The emotional well-being of children is just as important as their physical health but it’s not 
something that all children are taught about or are offered support for.

• Includes: 
• Digestible steps that teach children about empathy in a fun and exciting way
• Case studies that children can relate to and learn from
• Empathy exercises and activities to improve understanding of empathy

Link to presentation/ full pages:
We’ve Got This 

Extent: 128 pages or 96 pages 
TPS (h x w): 210mm x 160mm
Translation files: available 
UK RRP: £12.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/1rbzjofyasvb49tvrjhd7mpejv2txunu


Wonderful Me - A Little Guide to Taking Care of Yourself
Written by Nancy Shapiro, illustrated by Vania Sacramento

• Wonderful Me is directed at the youngest members of society and aims to help 
them learn behaviours that will set them up for their entire life. It is a simple book 
that plants seeds for children on how to be healthy and look after themselves. 
Children will uncover 30 simple ways they can take care of themselves, which will 
help them slow down in this busy world we live in and prepare for the future. 

• The book will be divided into three themes that relate to all the ways someone can 
care of themselves: Physical, Social and Emotional.

• Aimed at children aged 4-6. Children have been expected to adjust and deal with a 
lot in the past few years due to the pandemic and the NHS in the UK has seen more 
children than ever being referred for serious mental health issues.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Wonderful Me

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 220 x 197 mm
Translation files available  
UK pub date: 24 May 2024

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/7851qga1yovscj9egtgnzk74dcxy5eiq


Letters to My Darling Daughter

• Beautifully illustrated read-aloud picture book that shows young girls how they can grow up to be 
independent and strong girls and women. 

• Positive and heart-warming messages teach young girls some important and inspiring life lessons from the 
point of view of a loving parent or caregiver. 

• Perfect keepsake format, sure to become a cherished and treasured book, with the last page formatted for 
the parent to write their own personal love letter to their darling daughter. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Letters to My Darling Daughter  

Extent: 32 pages, hardcover
TPS (h x w): 274mm x 248mm
Translation files available
Samples October 2023

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ozv9rmqmmxhj3lrqm7xu1o9zca36r68l


What a Day

• This gentle, relaxing story, edited by acclaimed sleep consultant Andrea Grace, will help young 
children settle down to sleep and allow parents to share a moment with their children at bedtime.

• Perfect book to end the day with – it will capture babies' and toddlers' imagination and curiosity, 
with soothing artwork and melodic text and help them prepare for a restful night’s sleep.

• Also a book for parents and guardians – providing them with a few moments of reflection, and a 
chance to pause in their busy day.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
What a Day

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 240x240mm
Translation files available: 
UK pub date: 20/06/2023

Cover visual

mirror the opening spread and bring back the other 
children. It would be nice to see them being tucked in 
through windows, if possible.

INT_001-032_What-a-day_UK .indd   28-29INT_001-032_What-a-day_UK .indd   28-29 29/09/2022   13:4629/09/2022   13:46

Can you tweak the perspective so that we don’t see the mum’s face? 
We should only see the profile in a way that shows the face in a more subtle 
perspective.

We are combining these two scenes, the illustration should look like one 
anyway, with no abrupt cuts on the images

And now it’s time to sleep. 

You are never alone.   

But remember… I am always with you.

INT_001-032_What-a-day_UK .indd   26-27INT_001-032_What-a-day_UK .indd   26-27 29/09/2022   13:4529/09/2022   13:45

https://quarto.box.com/s/4x9ebmnf8rqe76gkrcdwisiycwfbqe3m


Stars Before Bedtime

• Calming relaxation exercises are woven into the magical stories about the glittering 
night sky to help children settle before drifting off to sleep. Stargazers of all ages 
will love this journey of exploration and bedtime battles will be a thing of the past. 

• Chartered Clinical Psychologist Dr Jessamy Hibberd provides expert sleep exercises 
and techniques to help children get ready for sleep.

• Features accessible text for younger readers and always ends with a good night 
moment to send the reader off to sleep and fill their dreams with stories and 
adventure.

Link to full pages:
Stars Before Bedtime

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 250mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/70jckomu7fd2tng930ixvt05pq2isdgr


Everybody Feels series

• Each book focuses on a different emotion, looking at why children may feel a certain way and how 
they can deal with their feelings. 

• Every title features two stories, each told from a child’s point of view, which involve common 
scenarios or situations. For example, the main characters interact with each other through the series, 
sharing experiences that readers can easily relate too.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Everybody Feels

Cover visual

Extent: 24 pages
TPS (h x w): 253mm x 230mm
Translation files available 

https://quarto.box.com/s/xxevtock3q1ki47o19rm13krdmewi1db


Busy People series

• Step inside the lives of Busy People. Each story focuses on a different character as they go about their 
daily work.

• Next Steps are included at the back of the book to prompt further discussion and develop vocabulary. 
More information is provided about the Busy People and the type of equipment they need as well as 
the characters that work alongside them.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Busy People

Cover visual

Extent: 24 pages
TPS (h x w): 253mm x 230mm
Translation files available 

https://quarto.box.com/s/5hpvfzeqc7cqrxut0p0ry0171boyvpci


Links to full pages:
It’s ok to need a friend
It’s ok to make mistakes

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 250mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
Little Brown Bear series 

• The Little Brown Bear series teaches young ones personal and social skills. 

• Focussing on developing emotional intelligence, It’s Ok to Need a Friend covers 
topics such as being a good listener and paying attention to how friends are feeling. 
It’s Ok to Make Mistakes helps children to develop self-confidence and a growth 
mindset to aid learning and well-being.

• Anneliesdraws is an illustrator from South Korea living in the Netherlands. She has 
284k followers on Instagram.

https://quarto.box.com/s/aib0ragslq6opx1l563t7gl99tnxq8xr
https://quarto.box.com/s/2bu747o3rn1qhyhvh9anjnpa8ptr18m5


Step Into My Power

• How do you overcome a setback? How do you cope when you or a family member 
gets sick? How do you change your mindset when you can't change your situation? 
In this guide, learn how to look after yourself, 'organise, don't agonise', make good 
choices, get out of ruts, branch out, shake up your mindset and ask for help. 

• This is a must-have growing up guide that helps children work out life lessons, face 
their fears and find their truth.

• This brand new edition of Step Into Your Power features an extra section on 
‘Dealing With Difficult Times’, which couldn’t be more topical.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Step Into My Power

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available: available
Retail price: £9.99/$16.00

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/u0c1m3xdhrlvtn0ocnagyj97xn0ah532


Link to presentation/ full pages:
This Book Is Not a Gun

Extent: 128 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available: 9 Aug 2024
UK Pub date: 3 Oct 2024

Cover visual
This Book Is Not a Gun
Written by Tia Bell and illustrated by Aurélia Durand

• Aimed at readers aged 14+, this book is a guide on how to dismantle gun violence in 
society. Written by an expert in gun violence prevention, this book will equip readers with 
information and advice on how to make a change. 

• An urgent call to action on a subject that young people care about. A hopeful book that is 
packed with practical advice on how to make a change. 

• Written by Tia Bell, found of The Trigger Project, an organization that works to disrupt gun 
violence. 



This Book Will Save the Planet
Written by Dany Sigwalt, illustrated by Aurelia Durand

• In the third title in the NYT #1 best-selling 'Empower the Future' series, activist 
Diandra Marizet argues for an intersectional approach to the climate crisis that 
does not leave anyone behind. The planet is not protected if all its inhabitants are 
not; the people are not protected if the planet they inhabit is not.

• a 2023 Social Justice Literature Award Honor Book in the nonfiction book 
category!

• All the materials need to be recycled materials. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

This Book Will Save the Planet

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available:  April 22

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/5qu7bwyfwfsfrmsuyw6da5ez5zm87bx0


This Book Is Feminist 

• Examine the history and meaning of the movement. This book will explore 20 
reasons why feminism improves everyone’s lives and expand readers’ ideas about 
what feminism means to them, their community, and society

• Readers will close the book with an understanding that history and culture play a 
role in shaping systems of power and what we can do with our strengths, 
community, and values to help change course when needed.

• From the same editorial team that brought you This Book Is Anti Racist.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
This Book is Feminist

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/38iz5x1hzgu3vo5ao3qvm8l4hst9g88m


This Book Is Anti-Racist 

• #1 New York Times bestseller with over 100,000 copies sold in English. 

• Learn about identities, histories, and anti-racism work in 20 carefully laid out 
chapters. Told through the narrative of waking up, holding the door open for others 
and how you can use your anti-racist lens and voice to move the world toward 
equity and liberation.

• Now also available: This Book Is Anti-Racist Journal.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
This Book is Anti-Racist 
See more of this inspiring title in our video

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available: available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/o5ouqi3iw0pe1k5s7tdxs12x4hw3hdlm
https://quarto.box.com/s/kzvns5dk4sokug2dm4ufym2y8kfsilom


Can We Talk About Consent? 

• This book breaks down the basics of how to give and get consent in every aspect of 
life for readers aged 14 years and older. It's a powerful word, but not everyone 
understands exactly what it means. 

• With honest explanations by experienced sex and relationships educator Justin 
Hancock, you'll learn how consent is a vital part of how we connect with ourselves 
and our self-esteem, the people close to us, and the wider world.

• Cool artwork and in-depth text make this guide a must have for teenagers. 

• Sold in 8 languages!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Can We Talk About Consent?

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/d1yhcvbde7lj3vjyvffg0e38dzeg26t1


Here and Queer

• An amazing guidebook on living your best queer life for girls and teens, centred on 
female, femme and non-binary perspectives. Growing up and learning about who 
you really are can be a difficult experience, but this vibrant guide makes it all 
easier, helping you be the strongest, proudest, happiest version of you!

• Packed full of heartfelt advice, comforting stories and stylish illustrations, the book 
will give readers the agency and reassurance to explore their own identity, on their 
own terms. 

• From the same team that brought you Yay! You’re Gay! and the Girl Guide

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Here and Queer 

Extent: 160 pages
TPS (h x w): 198mm x 129mm
Translation files available:  available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/kbazuxfpkjuh6ditnx8fmyiwbty1942o


Race Cars

• Race Cars is a children’s book about white privilege created to help parents and 
educators facilitate tough conversations about race, privilege, and oppression.

• Written by a clinical social worker and child therapist with experience in anti-bias 
training and edited by a diversity expert, Race Cars tells the story of 2 best friends, 
a white car and a black car, that have different experiences and face different rules 
while entering the same race.

• A simple, yet powerful, way to introduce these complicated themes to our children 
and a valuable addition to classroom and home libraries.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Race Cars 
Learn more through our interactive video

Extent: 40 pages
TPS (h x w): 279mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/gdgb2t4e0wlmsgqke45w5g568twa2x30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJm_mIJwT4o


Climate Change and How We’ll Fix It 

• We know what we need to do – so why don’t we just sort out climate change? This 
inspiring book cuts through the politics and misconceptions, and shows us how we 
can work together to build a cleaner, fairer, better world

• Part one recaps the physical causes of climate change. Part two delves into the 
social and political reasons why we find it so hard to say enough is enough, even 
when we can see the problem. And part three lays out the solutions that will guide 
young activists towards a better future. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Climate Change and how we’ll fix it

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 250mm x 195mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/lq4j8f12v9nntivxsd6c33clzjgdtm7x


Today Will Be A Great Day!

• Let love and light into your life with this vivid illustrated guide to happiness.

• Contains 20 simple affirmations this highly giftable small hardback will help readers 
young and old develop a mindful practise that builds joy and contentment.

• On-trend, psychedelic art illustrates the profound yet accessible words of mindful and 
spiritual wisdom

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Today Will Be A Great Day!

Extent: 76 pages
TPS (h x w): 165 mm x 165 mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

BE CREATIVE. YOU CAN 
MAKE ANYTHING YOU 

DREAM OF BECOME REAL!

WORRYING IS A BIG 
MISUSE OF YOUR 
IMAGINATION.

Today is going to 
be the best day 

ever!

Hold up. 
Is that a.... 

DARK CLOUD? 

Oh no, this is bad. 
I’m so gonna get 

rained on!

You’re worried because you’re trying 
to control the future and that’s 
impossible. Constantly worrying 
about the cloud above is causing 

you to miss out on all the magic and 
beauty that surrounds you.

Worrying does not 
take away tomorrow’s 

troubles. It takes 
away today’s peace.

Oh no, just look 
at that big ominous 

cloud! It’s gonna come for 
me and soak me down to my 

bones, and I am gonna 
fall so sick, and I...

and 
I...

OKAY 
STOP.

https://quarto.box.com/s/1tb0oe5dwnhg40cotf58kx2c9ntvkmzk


The Book of No Worries 

• This essential guide covers a multitude of worries and anxieties that a young 
person may face while growing up—from peer pressure to puberty and all the 
worries in between. This friendly and funny book aims to reassure tweens that 
their worries and fears are normal and offers practical tips for managing anxiety 
and stress, such as practicing mindfulness and meditation.

• Focusing on the emotional well-being and mental health of tweens, this survival 
guide to help young people cope with the worries and anxieties of growing up is 
full of thoughtful and humorous illustrations and provides sensitive treatment of 
difficult issues.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Book of no Worries

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 195mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/c7icv12pag2rzhwmy9jbffvj4ug1hu1v


Link to presentation/ full pages:
In the Forest,
On the Seashore
On the Farm
At the Savanna
In the Arctic

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 229mm x 229mm
Translation files available: 
Available for Forest, Seashore , Farm and Savanna 
Files for Arctic available in November.

Cover visual
Yoga Animals

• This first book of yoga is sure to delight children aged 3 and up. Readers will follow 
Crab's day along the seashore and learn with her as she is taught 13 yoga poses by 
her friends. First, Crab will do it, and then it's the reader's turn to try.

• Poses in the book are devised by expert yoga instructor and author, Christiane Kerr, 
to inspire happiness and confidence. Each pose is easy to learn and is accompanied 
by simple step-by-step instructions and pictures. 

• Also available, Yoga Animals In the Forest, On the Farm, on the Savana and Arctic

https://quarto.box.com/s/9kd174epazw7pl2nciv84afsdbdfafpg
https://quarto.box.com/s/u50i8ln5k66abnv27kyzv2i72q4oeko2
https://quarto.box.com/s/nv5qoln127h41e9781dx57k8x4pq15sj
https://quarto.box.com/s/zbx69pifbbqlt72dmy3t40hh3vp7fl3y
https://quarto.box.com/s/u0xcl4j8k3m8w4yf6dlx4kjogq0yy0z0


100 Screen Free Ways to Beat Boredom

• With activities covering craft, cooking, gardening, and games, this is a great 
resource to dip into whenever kids are bored or need a boost to get them away 
from their screens. Includes projects for around the home, garden, and while 
travelling.

• Packed with short activity ideas and step-by-step project instructions, this book 
proves you don’t need lots of special materials, bought toys, or planning to have a 
great time away from a screen.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
100 Screen-Free Ways to Beat Boredom

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 246mm x 170mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/5zowl7h8g5o0r74045g2ep8r0aaghlgi


Link to material:
Let’s Go for a Walk

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files available

Cover visual
Let’s Go for a Walk

• Even a walk to nursery or to the shops can be an expedition worthy of the greatest 
explorers, with so many amazing things to spot and notice. Ranger Hamza's 
spotting suggestions are suitable whether you are in the country or the town, and 
for walks of any duration, making this book the perfect companion wherever you 
live.

• This fun and interactive walking guide book makes every walk a ramble to 
remember!

https://quarto.box.com/s/b206z9qin3oaeu53f8qx1qinw0li82w8


How to Spot A Mum

• In this warm and witty ‘spotter’s guide’, readers can discover exactly what a mum 
is, learn about the special skills all mums have (from detecting fibs to multi-
tasking), and then meet a whole variety of mums.

• A stylish tribute to all mums, everywhere!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
How to Spot a Mum

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 264mm x 215mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/bf0aa0ldgak4tombbvjt0fr2bz42rwec


How to Greet a Gran

• In How to Greet a Gran, we travel the world and meet a variety of global grannies, 
from a Sobo in Japan, to a Babushka in Russia. Readers can learn how to say each 
grandma’s name and find out about different cultural traditions from each country.

• A tongue-in-cheek, joyous celebration of grandmothers from around the world

Link to presentation/ full pages:
How to Greet a Gran

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 264mm x 215mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/uj8emnzpnfja9w7lpwa50csmg1q86et5


ACTIVITY



Link to presentation/full pages:
Make Art Book – PDF
Make Art Book - AI

Extent: 64pp book 
TPS (h x w): 297 x 210mm
Translation files available
RRP: £12.99

Cover visual
Make Art - Book
Written by Susie Hodge and illustrated by Jenny Bowers

• Create more than 21 unique and creative art projects

• Focusing on imaginative freedom and mindful creativity

• Learn about different types of art from around the world and how to create your own!

• Includes step-by-step projects inspired by the art movements featured in the book

• Book includes pull-out sheets of stickers and templates to trace, photocopy or cut out.

https://quarto.box.com/s/0gcv95t33olxkunk96it87kxy8pc6ewg
https://quarto.box.com/s/h8yi0bdsqvsydbgtuh42y3f45c3pm8s2


Flashlight Mysteries
Written by Will Potter & illustrated by Anastasiia Panchenko

• Interactive mystery books and puzzle books have become hugely popular

• The ‘shine a light’ format, brings storytelling to life, with hidden clues and puzzles 
to discover on every page

• Perfect for any young mystery fan or amateur sleuth

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Flashlight Mysteries - Atlantis

Extent: 48pp
TPS (h x w): 300 x 240mm
Translation files: TBC
RRP: $14.99
Recommended age: 7+

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/3ejn23zdxjglohazxvkfwmeo8nj1dboi


How to Draw Kawaii Manga Characters / Fashion 
by MisakoRocks!

• Get ready to learn how to draw the cutest manga characters with MisakoRocks’ 
latest interactive book series, "Learn Manga with Misako"!

• Kids can learn step-by-step how to create their own kawaii characters, from 
adorable animals to cute Chibi figures. The book is filled with helpful tips and 
tricks, including how to draw different expressions, poses, and hairstyles. Kids will 
also learn how to add colour and shading to their drawings, bringing their kawaii 
creations to life. 

• With clear instructions and plenty of practice pages, "How to Draw Kawaii Manga 
Characters" and “How to Draw Kawaii Manga Fashion” are the perfect guides for 
any young artist who loves manga.

Link to presentation/ full pages:

How to Draw Kawaii Manga Characters / How to Draw 
Kawaii Manga Fashion  

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files January 2024

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/99anpoqwvfcn7f723f28jjykihftqvgi
https://quarto.box.com/s/s74j0w1zknqc1bae4ybwqyy3l9c1c05l
https://quarto.box.com/s/s74j0w1zknqc1bae4ybwqyy3l9c1c05l


You Can Draw… series

• In this fun-packed series young artists will learn how to bring manga chibis to life using 
simple, step-by-step instructions. These books are crammed full of exciting subjects to 
copy and the helpful tips will allow kids to create their own collection of cute 
characters along the way. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

You Can Draw Manga Chibis

You Can Draw Manga Chibis, Characters,

Critters and Scenes 

Extent: 120 pages
TPS (h x w): 297mm x 222mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/jrwaptd85b7nn6ctl9il2q40sonx3tis


You Can Draw Comic Book Characters

• In this fun-packed series young artists will learn how to bring comic book characters to 
life using simple, step-by-step instructions. These books are crammed full of exciting 
subjects to copy and the helpful tips will allow kids to create their own collection of cool 
characters along the way. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

You Can Draw Comic Book Characters 

Extent: 120 pages
TPS (h x w): 297mm x 222mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/8d6j3kuslpbxid0bhvxxd3l0ycef1pn3


The Ultimate Space Activity Book

• Brain-boosting puzzles, quizzes and riddles for kids aged 7-11.

• Puzzles are themed and cover a wide range of skills, including logic and problem solving, memory 
and perception, general knowledge, spatial skills, and basic brain training.

• Each puzzle has a difficulty rating with occasional clues and fact boxes.

Link to presentation/full pages:
The Ultimate Space Activity Book

Extent: 48 pages 
TPS (h x w): 230 x 170mm
Translation files available: TBC

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/t4rifhttffuj27vx72c9hbq3q761y9jn


Bright Mind: Calm
illustrated by Natalie Byrne

• The ultimate toolkit to help kids identify and manage challenges such as anxiety, in a positive and 
engaging way.

• Improves kids emotional intelligence and empowers them to build up positive feelings such as 
self-confidence and gratitude with lots of practical exercises.

• Contemporary and fun illustrations by incredible award-winning illustrator Natalie Byrne.

Link to presentation/full pages:
Bright Mind: Calm

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 280 x 216mm
Translation files available: TBC

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/3t4w9sfd89kn8xy04om6ddx5n5qz1iv7


5-Step Drawing series

• Building on the success of the 10-Step Drawing series (over 275,000 copies sold!), these 
delightful books comprise accessible and fun drawings for younger readers.

• Each artwork has 5 simple drawing stages, short explanations, and a guide to coloring your work. 
Each drawing starts with easy geometric shapes and simple guidelines.

• Strong series potential with the opportunity to build this out over a number of subject areas 
suitable to younger readers.

Link to presentation/full pages:
5-Step Drawing

Extent: 128 pages 
TPS (h x w): 236 x 164mm
Translation files available: TBC

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ggzx11ik7u9qyis1jfcj1u8uii0mkr8y


I Can Draw Bind-up

• An exciting bind-up edition compiling over 80 of the best projects from our latest 
practical art series for children I Can Draw.

• With I Can Draw Bind-up, young artists can use basic shapes and easy-to-follow, step-
by-step projects to draw their favourite animals and cute things. 

• Will feature an introduction on drawing materials and instructions on how to use the 
book, followed by over 80 drawing projects. To finish, all they need to do is add some 
colour!

Extent: 160 pages, paperback
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available
Samples July 2023

Cover visual

Link to presentation/ full pages: I Can Draw Bind-up

https://quarto.ent.box.com/s/04lb7ttrcur9nd12ojt1vfh3rcz0r84a


I Can Draw series (10 titles)

• With I Can Draw, young artists can use basic shapes and easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
projects to draw their favourite animals and cute things. 

• Each book begins with an introduction to drawing materials and instructions on how to 
use the book, and then it jumps right into the 15 drawing projects. To finish, all they 
need to do is add some colour!

Link to presentation/ full pages: Wild Animals • Favourite Pets • Cats & Kittens • Everything Cute & Cuddly • Dogs & Puppies • Dinosaurs • Birds & Butterflies • 
Horses & Ponies • Princesses & Fairy Tales • Cars, Trucks, Trains & Planes 

Extent: 32 pages, paperback
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/wm1tq3kw0km9056ssqnjjpe2j23919ye
https://quarto.box.com/s/touh0vif83pkmb0qa0ixflavfet72tzj
https://quarto.box.com/s/j1k4xluwxowh36k3en0lwt0totq980yq
https://quarto.box.com/s/0zslgxuubyhkgxjbo3uf6c59gs6ejoek
https://quarto.box.com/s/978pkrt2jn4j6wskw5nvo6g3p3yqdlcn
https://quarto.box.com/s/seqgy0bmrhwz4wcek19yk8bkq6useqfg
https://quarto.box.com/s/ol10ytwetg6bwf78fdk145acfb3p4j1t
https://quarto.box.com/s/8cn3y3jq2sn0ir4uehn1dauhetwnk4xp
https://quarto.box.com/s/h1o4sdd8b48yvwdvbvk2vb5f251x6qtf
https://quarto.box.com/s/uqq43vanc3ky0iwlzw2uk64mb2kq16fr


Learn To Draw series – new edition (14 titles)

• Learn to Draw teaches kids to draw with easy-to-follow ste-by-step projects. Starting 
with basic material and warm-up exercises, beginning artists can get started draweing 
right away!

• 25 projects featured in each book, including cats, dogs, horses, wild animals, dinosaurs, 
cars, trucks, planes and more.

Link to presentation/ full pages: 
Learn to Draw new edition (14 titles)  

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files June 2023
Samples September 2023

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/a7fnn1lrxt05q2hd1g6piagwrc3zw66h


Learn To Draw series (original series 14 titles)

• The essential series for anyone with a passion for drawing. Covering everyone’s 
favourite animal, from the smallest pets to the biggest dinosaurs, learn how to draw 
them with these impressive guides. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Dog & Puppies · Cats & Kitten · Horses & Ponies · Pets · Sea Creatures · Safari Animals · Forest Animals · 

Zoo Animals · Polar Animals · Exotic Animals · Birds & Butterflies · Dinosaurs · Cars, Planes · Military Machines         

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/9jnoh62vi3toe2bpwaz43olng2zt8cg1
https://quarto.box.com/s/z7r6l9ygeqd5ox0julkia8lib2r2a9zy
https://quarto.box.com/s/v27elgpa2zis6nr03oc13nx0g3p3pmlk
https://quarto.box.com/s/az70gikx2cgjjdikjpa9j94fyqlopand
https://quarto.box.com/s/r7vvjjlhbfb2ax7k47n9ve3ut092data
https://quarto.box.com/s/f4awd7xicbi8emlct24i50m0b4w0h1ry
https://quarto.box.com/s/yj0durhem8j55ubzi8ts82dxzeu74ni8
https://quarto.box.com/s/84f4gtazxiom5vtkyihh6ndx9pnui9lb
https://quarto.box.com/s/4dgyynsa30wou4m1x234pca8eltoz7qs
https://quarto.box.com/s/4c3kpplbkc1s5ljd059b2fyvirwouebm
https://quarto.box.com/s/r01kxw2sf5kdtt4sn03ol6vwkh7vek90
https://quarto.box.com/s/1im536i10w27tf34i3snxxu4s3r18drk
https://quarto.box.com/s/c4366hxz43fhcsnvwr19cb9jm0nrm283
https://quarto.box.com/s/crdqvoe3tm5zr77zuj9rffpi6spe96qt


Color Your Way series (14 titles)

• Color Your Way allows young artists to get started colouring their favourite subjects, be 
it dogs, cats, horses, cars, trucks, unicorns, mermaids, and more!

• Each title features 80 pages of colouring and activities, including fun facts, mazes, 
crossword puzzles, word searches and more, providing stress-free entertainment for 
kids of all ages!

• Titles will include: Sloths & Llamas / Dinosaurs / ABC & 123 / Cats & Kittens / Dogs & 
Puppies / In the Garden / In the Jungle / Kawaii Cuties / Mermaids & Unicorns / On the 
Farm / Under the Sea / Cars & Trucks / Horses & Ponies / Sweet Stuff

Link to presentation/ full pages: 
Color Your Way series 

Extent: 80 pages
TPS (h x w): 279mm x 216mm
Translation files June 2023

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/rcct9b062cas5i8ragr0863gw4dtjhu3


Let’s Draw series (8 titles)

• Let’s Draw helps you bring your drawings to life, step-by-step! Each drawing lesson 
begins with basic shapes and progresses, step-by-step, to a finished piece of artwork, 
making it easy to follow along.

• With just a few basic shapes  you will be creating your own amazing masterpieces in no 
time!

Link to presentation/ full pages: Cats • Birds and Butterflies • Sea Creatures • Dinosaurs • 
Dragons • Dogs • Favorite Animals • Wild Animals 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/vnvotph0dot8aawx6f15akwnrrppsnbu
https://quarto.box.com/s/8pvsj1qx7nc4p6n32xt8sdq75wyd4rvu
https://quarto.box.com/s/e0iije5ifwfuamva9vmvzzsb1qh72rge
https://quarto.box.com/s/mug4svffifwt5vauat7a9pxfasa26w2w
https://quarto.box.com/s/xjw3ichhe7v3rxcr524bbnd5k618r0qg
https://quarto.box.com/s/94zp0gfdiuuhbrlu4cnud7j7fezj1zhj
https://quarto.box.com/s/iepo0oxsa4crfu6sj458siz1z17bdvl1
https://quarto.box.com/s/r1wjbtomkrwnhyiparqsn1xebhttn4hf


Painting with Bob Ross for Kids

• One of America's most famous painters, known not only for his creativity but also for his 
positivity. This book will inspire young artists to paint beautiful landscapes using kid-
friendly step-by-step lessons. 

• Features a comic book how-to style with fun cartoons of Bob Ross that provide 
encouragement and promote his signature low-key, "happy accidents" approach to 
painting throughout the book. 

• With step-by-step instructions, Painting with Bob Ross for Kids teaches 10 classic Bob 
Ross paintings with kid-friendly painting techniques.

• While the lessons are aimed at children ages six to eight, anyone can enjoy them, even if 
you are only a kid at heart!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Painting with Bob Ross for Kids 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216 mm
Translation files May 2023
Samples October 2023

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/t04pbrh99df8a1jxu7ryu8x5nt26oq3c


The… School series

• Featuring more than 250 of your favourite things for beginners to practice drawing and 
painting. 

• Each subject is broken down and explained in clear, easy-to-follow steps. 

• Whether it's a big, yellow school bus, a giant elephant, or a friendly sea turtle, children 
will learn how to draw and paint everything and anything! 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Drawing School 

Painting School 

Extent: 276 pp (Drawing) – 240 pp (Painting)
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ga3rfjhbsjn5v8prgehyv0mbops0jvh2
https://quarto.box.com/s/03jghrnihgz80d7m90hv1n4qq5qbcg4c


Watch Me Read and Draw series

• It’s easy and fun to learn to draw, especially when you get to read a story too! Just 
follow the simple steps on each page to draw all of the characters.

Link to presentation/ full pages:

On the Farm · The Zoo · Dinosaurs · Ocean Friends · 

Animal Friends · Cute Things · Noah's Ark · The Nativity  

Extent: 36 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Contains 2 sheets of stickers and 12-sheet drawing pad.
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/wpzt8ic5kzn4v493e4jdlke4v08c9qqu
https://quarto.box.com/s/q2ve1pyynt58crhrk8iy2dt23y98abjy
https://quarto.box.com/s/8x6mr92ry44o4omdy7yqot3dycxpm4mv
https://quarto.box.com/s/apvbt58ccuqfc3hwbfzfz7o8ycywfydf
https://quarto.box.com/s/mk9ez9na6rewjls8g16ih3jt15dgrgqn
https://quarto.box.com/s/j2zv64wz38xtea98eyhssvcliwnb5h0n
https://quarto.box.com/s/6kwthfga78s9aux2rbck7l3r59twlg5a
https://quarto.box.com/s/rxnst9xzwc5at04p1fka56tnp6sjbcvk


Sticker Stories series

• Featuring Nila Aye's cheerful, retro-modern illustrations and simple step-by-step 
drawing instruction, this series encourages imagination and creative play by allowing 
kids to tell their own stories and express themselves in a playful way.

• With more than 150 stickers, drawing lessons, and scenes to make your own, Sticker 
Stories allows children to create their own adventures!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

At the Zoo · In the Garden · Fairy Tale Adventures · Under the Sea Escapades   

Extent: 24 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Contains 150 stickers.
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/p5m8yem2bncbfbskq957274b558slzrg
https://quarto.box.com/s/kvhsc679kp4czzyh83bnct9ry539qs6y
https://quarto.box.com/s/t61ade604txq368agdx82kpz9en36e07
https://quarto.box.com/s/zig8rcis9y13y3dve7nc7em7sm5ae618


Let’s Play

• Say goodbye to boredom with this globe-spanning guide to the world’s 
favorite children’s games. 

• A gorgeously illustrated collection of games from  all around the world 
for children to discover and enjoy. 

• Games for 1 player to 5 players, and even large groups, are clearly 
explained and provide endless opportunities for playful adventure, 
alongside a resource for learning about cultures and traditions from 
countries across the globe.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Let’s Play

Extent: 64 pages 
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 250mm
Translation files available: April 2023
UK RRP: £10.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/n86carrvu5ogjjeqr9dq66dl016kr95i


A Whole World of Christmas Crafts 
Written by Helen Mortimer, illustrated by Joy Laforme

• A magical collection of Christmas activities from all over the world, filled with recipes and 
crafts to create something new and unique to share with family and friends during this 
festival season. 

• With simple step-by-step instructions and gorgeous illustrations, each craft is easy to 
follow and comes with a small description about the tradition and the country it 
originated from. 

• Paper woven hearts originating from Denmark, mini lanterns from the Philippines and 
reindeer cookies from the US, etc. 

• 24 activities in total.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Christmas Around the World

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 195mm
Translation files available: 
UK pub date: 3 Oct 2024
UK RRP: £12.99 Ages: 5-9

WIP

https://quarto.box.com/s/l77xgb2jqtjaye9bsqd9rv3d2epkvf1m


A Treasury of Traditions

• From recipes and crafts to games and holiday rituals, this warm, feel-good book 
invites children to explore a rich variety of traditions from around the world, 
finding out how we differ and what we have in common along the way.

• Presented continent by continent, each is introduced with a map spread with extra 
facts and information, giving a sense of the range of valued traditions in different 
parts of the world.

• Packed with a wide variety of engaging activities, from jewellery making and 
storytelling to kite flying and gingerbread baking.

• Invites children to think about the traditions in their own lives that are important 
to them.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
A Treasury of Traditions

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 275mm x 235mm
Translation files: not yet live
Recommended age: 7-11

Cover visual

New cover to come

https://quarto.box.com/s/frdi3gwkg364gz9chrsascgp1n5vjk9n


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Little Homesteader: Spring
Little Homesteader: Summer
Little Homesteader Winter
Little Homesteader Autumn

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 235mm x 276mm
Translation files: available
RRP: £9.99 (paperback)

Little Homesteader

• These sweet treasuries of nature-based crafts, bakes, and gardening projects celebrate 
homestead-style life in all its self-sufficient and eco-friendly fun.

• Easy yet delicious recipes and treats introduce young readers to local and seasonal eating.

• Accessible and fun crafts, such as making gourd bird-houses and pinecone bird feeders 
are easily achievable, with instructions broken down into clear steps.

https://quarto.box.com/s/k5mfxasoznhh68757p39zp0fd8n4zpab
https://quarto.box.com/s/4l0b6adm8bbi0hcx2v3vvd77fyncbm3b
https://quarto.box.com/s/x7zdgya62j27edodto9y2yhxed72u2zy
https://quarto.box.com/s/83cqxi817gqleus2xj9kp5ors7t72nq0


Make This Book Wild

• This truly unique book contains prompts for all kinds of creative activity based around 
the natural world around us, from drawing to writing to mixed-media collage.

• The mixture of art, creative writing, collecting, games, wildlife-watching and imaginative 
prompts will appeal to kids with all kinds of interests, and there are no rules!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Make This Book Wild

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 281mm x 215mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qg3ylk1pav6pgd9nuk75woxfqykgxnab


Brain Gym series
Memory | Numbers | Logic

• Based on mind-boggling facts, this series offers a variety of challenging, brain-
busting puzzles to test and improve core mental and learning skills.

• The puzzles are combined with educational information on how the brain works 
and complement traditional STEM topics to make learning about them super fun!

• Included puzzle formats are familiar and enjoyed by children (and adults alike) 
around the world, such as sudoku, codebreakers, sequences, spot-the-differences, 
odd-one-outs, picture puzzles, mazes and many more.

Link to work in progress presentations:
Presenter 

Extent: 96 pages + 2 sheets of completion stickers
TPS (h x w): 285 mm x 210 mm
Translation files available: December 2022

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/krv66udemng73butqa5mzvoufjxkh5tg


The World's Best Dad
The World's Best Mum 

• A gift journal for children to fill in and give their mum/dad on mother's/father's day 
or another special occasion.

• Variety of activities to encourage creativity and sharing.

• Embroidery artwork. A die-cut on the cover.. / Target age: 6-10

• Some spreads can be done with Dad/Mum together (i.e. the prompt on spread 15: 
When you give this book to your dad, ask him to do the same on this page.)

• MUM: foreign editions can print ahead of the UK.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
World's Best Dad
World's Best Mum

Extent: 32 pages
TPS (h x w): 278mm x 225mm
Translation files available
UK pub date: 
02 May 2023 (Dad) / 5 Mar 2024 (Mum)
UK RRP: £9.99

https://quarto.box.com/s/ien8ru5cai9858vcpjjsqjbpa1bcw4ie
https://quarto.box.com/s/60ohzqplyd935wrcbszru17zs23pppck


Interior Designer + Fashion Designer 

• This creative first careers sticker book series introduces children to 
design, exploring different styles and design techniques like colour and 
lighting, with the chance to show off their design creativity in the 
Inspired Design Competition. 

• With 10 pages of stylish stickers and 6 rooms to design, or outfits to 
put together, this is a trendy and refreshing careers activity book series 
that will provide hours of design fun. 

• Titles being redesigned for 2024! 

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Interior Designer + Fashion Designer 
Mechanic + Architect 

Extent: 24 pages + 10 sticker pages
TPS (h x w): 300mm x 236mm
Translation files: available 
UK RRP: £7.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/vw2vqm3tbiv8lhbxommn4sq8ubxgti08
https://quarto.box.com/s/lykqfbc8z4iuf61moxh2qdmggfoxqv9x
https://quarto.box.com/s/6laf3rl5h29hnh4vnfbf5p3r8geoduem
https://quarto.box.com/s/lw7igcpl7bivbcegbcp10q8g3k28g2ip


At The Restaurant 

• An entertaining, fact-filled activity book for children to take to restaurants, cafes, 
picnics and anywhere that serves food! 

• This fun - packed activity book is overflowing with puzzles, quizzes and drawing 
activities, sure to keep kids occupied when out and about.

• All you need to complete the activities are some colouring pencils and a big 
appetite.

• The perfect boredom-busting companion for any meal, this book will keep readers 
busy for hours!

Link to presentation/ full pages:
At The Restaurant 

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 279mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/oumjyq9xe3dkj77v6xh0ghbj4gmjgys6


Link to presentation/ full pages:
In the Car

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 279mm x 216mm
Translation files: available 
RRP: £7.99
Recommended age: 6-8

Cover visual
In the Car

• A boredom-busting fill-in book, In the Car Activity Book is perfect for children aged 
6 and up. Packed with 40 on-the-page puzzles and games, activities include I-spy, 
mazes, spot the difference, colouring in, picture sudoku, and creative writing. The 
book features the vehicles that kids love, such as fire trucks, tractors, buses, and of 
course, cars!

• Beautifully illustrated, the book is bursting with fun to keep readers engaged and 
entertained on road trips, stop offs, and vacations. Entertaining, informative, and 
interactive, In the Car Activity Book is a fun and colourful antidote to passive 
screen time.

https://quarto.box.com/s/w4jc95vuaqcp37j1eae7e2ppzpttu2hh


Be a/My Year of Series

• 365 on-the-page writing activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older, is designed to unleash creativity within.

• When you’ve completed the book, you will have a beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
keepsake of the 365 days in which you discovered your own personal creativity.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Be A Writer Every Day 
Be An Artist Every Day
My Year of Questions
My Year of Nature
My Year Around the World
My Year of Discovery

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files: available, My Year of Questions 
not yet live
RRP: $9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/prr0ouaw92szcnpppw2qhrte7bm0mlm3
https://quarto.box.com/s/ml7el5ljpk1yo6iex0pstp9c7qowlqme
https://quarto.box.com/s/itt8brw67vem2oqsqioco3op5hb9uys6
https://quarto.box.com/s/jy8to6q16w6v7ah6ru0dlj9ndwbbmaqe
https://quarto.box.com/s/cl07k2cli337i88uvm96sg440fkn8s0e
https://quarto.box.com/s/nh5nuv2hn53lsx9ixuw6zl67svsz7w57


My Year of Questions

• 365 on-the-page writing activities – one for every day of the year.

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps designed to 
encourage philosophical thinking, this book, aimed at children aged eight and 
older, is made to unleash the inquisitive mind.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
My Year of Questions

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files: Not yet live
RRP: $9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/itt8brw67vem2oqsqioco3op5hb9uys6


Be A Writer Every Day 

• 365 on-the-page writing activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older, is designed to unleash creativity and nurture the 
writer within.

• When you’ve completed the book, you will have a beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
keepsake of the 365 days in which you discovered your own personal creativity.

Link to material:
Be A Writer Every Day 

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/prr0ouaw92szcnpppw2qhrte7bm0mlm3


Be An Artist Every Day 

• 365 on-the-page art activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older, is designed to unleash creativity and nurture the 
artist within.

• When you’ve completed the book, you will have a beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
keepsake of the 365 days in which you discovered your own personal creativity.

Link to material:
Be An Artist Every Day 

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/ml7el5ljpk1yo6iex0pstp9c7qowlqme


My Year of Nature

• 365 on-the-page art activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older, is designed to unleash creativity and nurture the 
artist within.

• When you’ve completed the book, you will have a beautiful, one-of-a-kind 
keepsake of the 365 days in which you discovered your own personal creativity.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
My Year of Nature

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/jy8to6q16w6v7ah6ru0dlj9ndwbbmaqe


My Year Around The World

• 365 on-the-page art activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
My Year Around the World

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files available
RRP: $9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/cl07k2cli337i88uvm96sg440fkn8s0e


My Year of Discovery

• 365 on-the-page art activities – one for every day of the year. 

• Packed full of playful prompts and imaginative step-by-steps this book, aimed at 
children aged eight and older.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
My Year of Discovery

Extent: 144 pages
TPS (h x w): 240mm x 200mm
Translation files available: July 2022
RRP: $9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/nh5nuv2hn53lsx9ixuw6zl67svsz7w57


The Birthday Almanac  

• What does your star sign mean? What are your birth crystals, flowers and lucky 
talismans? How can you celebrate yours and your friends’ birthday in harmony 
with your astrological calendar? Find out all this and more in this birthday-tastic 
book celebrating the most exciting day of the year and the special meanings 
behind it.

• A compendium of fun facts and interesting trivia that covers every single birthday 
of the year.

• The beautiful illustrations and chunky format make this a great gift title.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
The Birthday Almanac

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 276mm x 235mm
Translation files available 

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/qrdraw35xdfvbmrvzba9e36urs1e8526


Art Makes People Powerful

• This is a fill-in art activity book with radical, entertaining and thought-
provoking activities to complete on and off the page, printed in 2 
Pantones.

• All original artworks by Bob and Roberta Smith

Link to presentation:
Art Makes People Powerful

Extent: 192 pages
TPS (h x w): 281mm x 215mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/wydvs7f41lptd16qaer4q6ir9bg0qq5a


Cardboard Creations 

• Recycle those cardboard boxes the fun way and bring your kids’ 
imaginations to life with Cardboard Creations. With easy-to-follow 
instructions and tips and tricks throughout, get inspired to create 
with cardboard.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Vehicles
In the Home 

Extent: 48 pages
TPS (h x w): 290mm x 235mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £9.99

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/6qtgrci5cseuoube9hs139uqxnys964e
https://quarto.box.com/s/i8m1aq3wlkw7gms194293mkrgy8lpenb


Link to presentation/ full pages:
Crafty Makes

Extent: 64 pages
TPS (h x w): 250mm x 190mm
Translation files available
UK RRP: £9.99
 

Cover visual
Crafty Makes series 

• Nature Craft is perfect for those with a creative, crafty streak eager to put their 
skills to task on beautiful objects found in the great outdoors. 

• Make fun animals and objects from nature’s finest materials! Collect twigs, pine 
cones, feathers, leaves, shells and seeds from your garden or park, and use them to 
create amazing animals and impressive objects.

• The projects feature a well-balanced mix of techniques, materials, colours and 
styles for a range of ages.

https://quarto.box.com/s/fikotmmw6yxzxgdgswht2tl74cw025ln


Our Wonderful World Activity Book

• Companion Title to Our Wonderful World, featuring 20 activities, 50 
stickers, and one pull-out poster.

Link to full pages:
50 Maps of the World Activity Book

Extent: 32pp
TPS (h x w): 310 x 226mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/amwzc37e4iv1nt3xgh50p4y7y1npi5b3


Square by Square Drawing series

• Draw adorable animals and characters using the accessible, tried-and-tested grid 
drawing technique! There are 40 of them to draw in each book in a cute, fun and 
contemporary style.

• The book includes an isolation square that can easily be laid over the grid to make 
the drawing easier to follow.

• Exercises range from easy to difficult and are perfect for young children to have fun 
with drawing as they start to understand proportions and composition and build 
their artistic skills.

• Future topics: Dinosaurs, Kittens, Mythical Creatures and Cute Animals 

Link to work in progress presentations:
Presenter

Extent: 96 pages 
TPS (h x w): 236 mm x 164 mm
Translation files available: TBC

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/g8e988gm71d82kjw5kbki39fjeln3uus


A World Of Animals

• Learn to draw more than 150 animals from the seven continents! 

• This step-by-step drawing book highlights the beauty and wonder of the animal kingdom, 
proving that the world is truly an amazing place. Each section features awesome animals 
from across the seven continents, providing fun facts and information in addition to easy-
to-follow drawing lessons for each featured creature. 

• The adorable modern art used is attractive and easy for young artists to draw, and the 
title even includes a pull-out poster!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

A World of Animals   

Extent: 96 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Contains a poster and stickers.
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/wgalhh751qj6f3vnvxo87wi7ss8g2toy


Dots And Spots

• A wacky sketchbook that probes the depths of the imagination through creative prompts 
that inspire hilarious, quirky drawings using a series of random black dots and spots. 

• Doodling pages provide an entertaining alternative to digital devices, while the prompts 
encourage out-of-the-box thinking, creativity and imagination. 

Link to presentation/ full pages:

Dots & Spots 

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 280mm x 216mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/nk6sj77ba2rinc6rvh0of35ur0euiwqx


My Time Capsule Art Journal: All About Me

• With creative and imaginative drawing prompts, My Time Capsule Art Journal: All About 
Me is an interactive journaling experience that allows kids to record their lives through 
art, creative activities, and words at a given point in time. 

• This book is filled with quick and easy-to-answer questions and space to write, draw, and 
doodle the answers. Also included are activities to entertain and reflect on, suggestions 
of things to tape or paste inside, things to colour, and tips on how to doodle everyday life.

• Once the last journal and drawing prompt is complete, journalers will mark the date to 
open, and put the book away. Their time capsule awaits their older selves!

Link to presentation/ full pages:

My Time Capsule Art Journal - All About Me 

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 241mm x 191mm, paperback
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/m06sm1ltwl6f53lpvlad1qffshi406y8


Escape This Book: The Cursed Castle

• Part choose your own adventure, part seek and find, part escape room, Escape This 
Book: The Cursed Castle features 48 pages of detailed illustration and puzzles in both art 
and text. 

• Savvy sleuths will identify missing pattern pieces and break complex codes. Hidden pull 
tabs reveal hints when readers get stuck and confirm the answers to solved puzzles.

Link to presentation/ full pages:
Escape this Book: The Cursed Castle 

Extent: 112 pages
TPS (h x w): 203mm x 165mm
Translation files available

Cover visual

https://quarto.box.com/s/19axrxjwv1rb5jer0tfvtbeasy8ig375



